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We construct a smooth Lie group structure on the group of real analytic
diffeomorphisms of a compact analytic manifold with corners. This gener-
alises the known analogous results in the situation where the real analytic
manifold has no corners. Additionally our approach uses a different con-
struction.
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Introduction
The prime example of an infinite-dimensional Lie group is the diffeomorphism group
DiffpMq of a finite-dimensional manifold M . First we categorise different approaches
how to construct a Lie group structure on DiffpMq. Then we recall the exact conditions
for the existence of a Lie group structure on DiffpMq. It is well known that if M is
a smooth compact manifold (with dimpMq ě 1), then there exists no structure of a
Banach manifold on DiffpMq ([18, p. 457], [26]). Hence one has to model DiffpMq over
a more general topological vector space. It turns out that locally convex spaces are the
right choice. Actually it is possible to model DiffpMq over the vector fields of M (in our
notation ΓpTMq) as an infinite-dimensional Lie group. But now the question arises what
differential calculus, on a locally convex space, one should use to obtain a differentiable
structure on DiffpMq. There are several approaches to differential calculus on locally
convex spaces (for details we recommend [17]). Among the most popular approaches
is the convenient setting, invented by Fro¨licher, Kriegl and Michor (see [18]). A map
is called smooth in the convenient setting if it is smooth along smooth curves (see [18,
1
Definition 3.11]). Of course this differential calculus is inspired by the Boman-theorem
(see [18, Theorem 3.4] and [4]). The second popular approach is the differential calculus
Known as Keller’s Ckc -theory (obviously the name is inspired by [17]). In this approach a
continuous map is called continuously differentiable if all directional derivatives dfpx, vq
exist and the map px, vq ÞÑ dfpx, vq is continuous. For details to this approach we
recommend [25], [16] and [9, Chapter 1]. Because Milnor used this differential calculus
to turn the diffeomorphism group into a Lie group (see [25]), Lie groups constructed with
the Keller’s Ckc -theory differential calculus are sometimes called Milnor-Lie groups. One
can show that the convenient differential calculus and Keller’s Ckc -theory are equivalent
on Fre´chet spaces (see [2, p. 270] and [18, Theorem 4.11]) but beyond the Fre´chet case
this is false. For example a map that is smooth in the convenient sense need not be
continuous (see [13, p. 1]).
Having chosen a differential calculus, one has to choose a strategy how to turn DiffpMq
into a Lie group. There are basically two different strategies. The first one (and most
common one), is to turn the space of (Ck respectively smooth respectively analytic)
mappings from M to M (in our notation CkpM ;Mq with k P tr,8, ωu) into an infinite-
dimensional manifold. To this end one chooses a Riemannian metric on M and obtains
a Riemannian exponential function exp. For small η P ΓpTMq one can define the map
Ψη :“ exp ˝η. Now it turns out that in many cases it is possible to obtain a manifold
structure on the mapping space CkpM ;Mq by charts similar to Ψ: η ÞÑ Ψη. The second
step in this strategy is to show that DiffpMq is an open submanifold of CkpM ;Mq and
that the group operations have the required differential property (e.g. Cr, smooth or
real analytic). In the following we call this strategy the “global approach”(in the table
further down we cite articles that used this approach).
The second approach leads to the same Lie group structure on DiffpMq but its con-
struction is very different. Again one chooses a Riemannian metric on M . With the
help of the map Ψ: η ÞÑ Ψη one obtains a manifold structure on a subset of DiffpMq
that contains the identity idM . Now one uses the theorem of local description of Lie
groups to extend the manifold structure to DiffpMq and to turn it into a Lie group. In
the following we call this strategy the “local approach”. This approach first was used in
[13].
In the following table we cite different articles that constructed Lie group structures
on diffeomorphism groups. We emphasize that this list is not comprehensive. The list
just contains the cases that are of interest for this paper.
M
Global, Global, Local,
Convenient Keller-Ckc Keller-C
k
c
C8, compact, no corners [25]
C8, non compact, no corners [18] [13]
C8, non compact, with corners [24]
orbifold, compact [3] [28]
orbifold, non compact [28]
Cω
R
, compact, no corners [19] [8], [21]
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(We mention that in [28, Remark 5.22] it was stated, that the proof of [28] circumvents
some problems which remained in [3]. Moreover in [19, p.1] it was stated that the proof
of [22] has a gap.)
The aim of our paper is to turn the diffeomorphism group DiffpMq of a finite-
dimensional compact real analytic manifold M with corners into a smooth Milnor Lie
group. This generalises [19] and [8]. But as [19] and [8] use the global approach while
we use the local approach, our paper gives also an alternative construction for [19] and
[8]. In the following we want to describe our strategy in details.
Given a manifold with boundary one can use the double of the manifold to embed it
into a manifold without boundary (see, for example, [20, Example 9.32]). But this does
not work in the case of a manifold with corners, because the boundary of a manifold
with corners is not a manifold. If one works with a smooth manifold with corners one
can use a partition of unity to construct a “strictly inner vector field” ([24, p. 21]).
With the help of this vector field one obtains the analogous result (see [24, p. 21] and [6,
Proposition 3.1]). Obviously this approach does not work if one considers a real analytic
manifold with corners. For technical reasons we want to show the following theorem in
Section 1:
Theorem A. Given a compact real analytic finite-dimensional manifold with cornersM
we find an enveloping manifold M˜ of M . If there exist two enveloping manifolds M˜1 and
M˜2 of M , then we find an open neighbourhood U1 of M in M˜1, an open neighbourhood
U2 of M in M˜2 and a real analytic diffeomorphism ϕ : U1 Ñ U2 with ϕ|M “ idM .
In this context an enveloping manifold M˜ of M is a real analytic manifold without
boundary that contains M as a submanifold with corners. In [5, Proposition 1] Bruhat
and Withney show that given a real analytic paracompact manifoldM (without corners)
there exists a complex analytic manifold MC that contains M as a real submanifold.
The manifold MC is called complexification of M . We can transfer their proof without
difficulties to show our Theorem 1.12. The proof of our Theorem 1.12 that is completely
analogous to the one of Bruhat and Withney can be found in Appendix B. In addition,
we show in Section 1 some technical properties of real analytic mappings concerning
extensions to enveloping manifolds. The proofs are analogous to the case of extensions
of real analytic mappings to complexifications for example as in [7, Chapter 2].
The main result of our paper is the following:
Theorem B. Let M be a finite-dimensional compact real analytic manifold with cor-
ners such that there exists a boundary respecting Riemannian metric on a real analytic
enveloping manifold M˜ . Then there exists a unique smooth Lie group structure on the
group of real analytic diffeomorphisms DiffωpMq modelled over ΓωstpTMq such that for
one (and hence each) boundary respecting Riemannian metric on M˜ the map η ÞÑ Ψη
is a diffeomorphism from an open 0-neighbourhood in ΓωstpTMq onto an open identity
neighbourhood in DiffωpMq.
In this context, a Riemannian metric on the enveloping manifold M˜ of a manifold
with corners M is called boundary respecting, if the strata BjM are totally geodesic
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submanifolds. A map defined on an open subset of ΓωpTMq is smooth in the convenient
setting if and only if it is smooth in the Keller’s C8c theory ([8, p.1]). But a map on
ΓωpTMq that is real analytic in the convenient sense need not be real analytic in the
conventional sense as in [25, p. 1028] (see also [8, p. 2]). In [19], Kriegl and Michor
constructed a real analytic Lie group structure on DiffωpMq for a compact manifold M
without corners. But we emphasise that their Lie group structure is only real analytic
in the convenient setting (cf. [8, Proposition 1.9]). Because a real analytic structure
induces a smooth structure, the Lie group structure of [19] induces a structure of a
smooth Milnor Lie group on DiffωpMq as mentioned in [8, Proposoition 1.9].
One might expect that there also exists a real analytic Lie group structure in the con-
ventional sense on DiffωpMq. But Dahmen and Schmeding showed in [8] that there exists
no real analytic structure on DiffωpS1q in the conventional sense of Milnor. Therefore
we can not expect that there exists a real analytic structure in the conventional sense on
DiffωpMq for a compact real analytic manifoldM with corners. Dahmen and Schmeding
([8, Proposition 1.9]) respectively Kriegl and Michor ([19]) used the global approach to
turn DiffωpMq (with M compact and without boundary) into a smooth respectively real
analytic Lie group. We instead want to use the local approach for our Theorem B (M
has corners). The local approach was developed by Glo¨ckner in [13], and we follow the
line of thought of [13]. But Glo¨ckner considered smooth diffeomorphisms on a manifold
without corners. Hence one obvious obstacle is that we can not use bump functions,
because we work in the real analytic setting. Moreover because our manifold M has
corners, we will have to model our structure on the space of stratified vector fields as
in [24]: In [24] Michor turned the group of smooth diffeomorphisms of a non-compact
manifold with corners into a smooth Lie group. Michor worked with the global approach
and as mentioned above this leads to a very different construction.
We also mention [21]. In this paper Leslie used the global approach to turn the group
of real analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact real analytic manifold without corners
into a smooth Lie group. But as pointed out in [19, p.1], his proof has a gap.
That we use the local approach ([13] and [28]), is resembled in the structure of the
paper: In Section 2 we construct a manifold on a subset U of DiffpMq that contains
the identity idM . The next step is to show the smoothness of the group operations. To
this point we elaborate some important preparatory results in Section 3. In Section 4
we show the smoothness of the multiplication on U and in Section 5 the smoothness of
the inversion. The smoothness of the conjugation is proved in Section 6. Our proof of
the smoothness of the conjugation map follows closely the ideas of [13, Section 5]: First
we show that the Lie group structure on DiffωpMq is independent of the choice of the
Riemannian metric (see [13]). With help of this result, we then can show the smoothness
of the conjugation map as in [13, Section 5] (see Lemma 6.4).
1. Enveloping manifold
At fist we want to show some basic facts about real analytic maps on manifolds with
corners and enveloping manifolds. The primary aim of this section is to show that a real
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analytic manifold with corners can be embedded into a real analytic manifold without
corners. As mentioned in the introduction we can not use a construction like the double
of a manifold, because the boundary of a manifold with corners in not a manifold.
Moreover we can not use the construction from the smooth case ([6, Proposition 3.1]
or [24, p. 21]), because of the lack of real analytic bump functions. Instead we use
the proof of the existence and uniqueness of complexifications of real analytic manifolds
(see [5, Proposition 1] respectively [7, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3]). With the help of
our Lemma 1.11, our proof of the existence of enveloping manifolds (Theorem 1.12) is
completely analogous to [5, Proposition 1] (see Appendix B). For technical reasons we
work in this section with manifolds that are modelled over a quadrant r0,8rm. Of course
this definition of a manifold with corners is equivalent to the one where manifolds with
corners are modelled over sets of the form r0,8rkˆRmm´k with k ď m.
Remark 1.1. We recall some common definitions and basic facts:
(a) Let U Ď Rm be open and f : U Ñ Rn be a map. The map f is called real analytic if
we can find an open neighbourhood V Ď Cm of U and a complex analytic function
f˚ : V Ñ Cn with f˚|U “ f .
(b) Given a real analytic map f : Rm Ě U Ñ Rn and x P U we find a 0-neighbourhood
V Ď Rm such that x` V Ď U and for all v P V we get fpx` vq “
ř8
k“0
δkxfpvq
k!
. In
this context δkxf is the k-th Gateaux differential of f in x.
(c) If U is an open connected subset of Rm, f : U Ñ Rn is a real analytic map and
x P U with δkxf “ 0 for all k P N0, then f “ 0.
(d) Let U be an open subset of r0,8rm. We call a map f : U Ñ Rn real analytic if
every x P U has a neighbourhood U˜ Ď Rm such that there exists an real analytic
map f˜ : U˜ Ñ Rn with f˜ |U “ f .
(e) A corner-atlas of an Hausdorff space M is a set of homeomorphism ϕ : Uϕ Ñ Vϕ
between open subsets U of M and V of r0,8rm such that the changes of charts
ψ ˝ϕ´1 : ϕ´1pUψ XUϕq Ñ Vψ are real analytic maps. The space M together with a
maximal corner-atlas is called real analytic manifold with corners.
Lemma 1.2. If C Ď Rm is convex, U Ď Rm is open C˚ ‰ H and C X U ‰ H then
C˚ X U ‰ H.
Proof. Let z P C X U . If z P C˚ we are done. Hence we can assume z P BC. Because C
is convex and C˚ ‰ H we can calculate
BC “ CzC˚ “ C˚zC˚ “ BC˚.
Hence z P BC˚. Therefore every z-neighbourhood intersects C˚. Thus U X C˚ ‰ H.
Lemma 1.3. Let U be an open subset of r0,8rm and f : U Ñ Rn be a real analytic map.
There exists an open neighbourhood U˜ Ď Rm of U and a real analytic map f˜ : U˜ Ñ Rn
with f˜ |U “ f .
Proof. Given x P U we find εx ą 0 and a real analytic map f˜x : U˜x Ñ R
n defined on
U˜x :“ B
8
εx
pxq such that f˜x|U “ f . Let x, y P U with U˜xXU˜y ‰ H. We choose z P U˜xXU˜y.
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Now we define z˜ by z˜i :“ zi if zi ě 0 and z˜i :“ ´zi if zi ă 0. Obviously z˜ P r0,8r
m. We
show z˜ P U˜x X U˜y. If zi ě 0 we have |z˜i ´ xi| ă εx. Now let zi ă 0. We have xi ě 0,
xi ´ zi “ |xi ´ zi| ă εx. We calculate |xi ´ z˜i| “ |xi ` zi| ď xi ´ zi ă εx. Hence z˜ P U˜x.
In the analogous way one shows z˜ P U˜y. We conclude r0,8r
mXU˜x X U˜y ‰ H. Using
Lemma 1.2 we conclude C :“s0,8rmXU˜xX U˜y ‰ H. The set C is connected, because it
is convex and we have f˜x|C “ f |C “ f˜y|C . Hence we get f˜x|UxXUy “ f˜y|UxXUy . Now we
define U˜ :“
Ť
xPU Ux and f˜ : U Ñ R
n, z ÞÑ fxpzq if z P Ux. The map f˜ is well-defined
according to the upper consideration. Moreover f˜ is real analytic and f˜ |U “ f .
Convention 1.4. Given a manifold M we write AMx for the set of charts around a point
x P M . If N is a further manifold, f : M Ñ N a map and ψ P ANfpxq, we write f
ϕ,ψ for
the local representative of f in the charts ϕ and ψ.
In the following lemma we recall the well known Identity Theorem for real analytic
maps.
Lemma 1.5. Let M and N be a real analytic manifolds (without corners) and
g1, g2 : M Ñ N be real analytic maps that coincide on an open non-empty subset V ĎM .
If M is connected, then g1 “ g2.
Proof. We define
W :“
!
x PM : g1pxq “ g2pxq, p@ϕ P A
M
x , ψ P A
N
g1pxq
, k P N0q δϕpxqg
ϕ,ψ
1 “ δϕpxqg
ϕ,ψ
2
)
.
Because V ‰ H we getW ‰ H. Let pxnqnPN be a sequence that converges against x PM
such that xn P W . We have g1pxnq Ñ g1pxq, g2pxnq Ñ g2pxq and g1pxnq “ g2pxnq hence
g1pxq “ g2pxq. Let ϕ : Uϕ Ñ Vϕ be a chart around x and ψ : Uψ Ñ Vψ a chart around
g1pxq “ g2pxq. Without lose of generality we assume xn P Uϕ and g1pxnq “ g2pxnq P Uψ
for all n. We get δkϕpxnqg
ϕ,ψ
1 Ñ δ
k
ϕpxqg
ϕ,ψ
1 , δ
k
ϕpxnq
g
ϕ,ψ
2 Ñ δ
k
ϕpxqg
ϕ,ψ
2 and δ
k
ϕpxnq
g
ϕ,ψ
1 “ δ
k
ϕpxnq
g
ϕ,ψ
2
for all n. Hence δkϕpxqg
ϕ,ψ
1 “ δ
k
ϕpxqg
ϕ,ψ
2 . It is left to show that W is open. Let x P W ,
ϕ P AMx , ψ P A
N
g1pxq
. Because g1 and g2 are real analytic we find an open 0-neighbourhood
V Ď Rm such that
g
ϕ,ψ
1 pϕpxq ` zq “
8ÿ
k“0
δkϕpxqg1pzq
k!
“
8ÿ
k“0
δkϕpxqg2pzq
k!
“ gϕ,ψ2 pϕpxq ` zq
for all z P V . Hence there exists a x-neighbourhood on which g1 and g2 coincide.
Definition 1.6. Let M be a real analytic manifold with corners. A real analytic man-
ifold without corners M˜ is called enveloping manifold for M if M Ď M˜ , and for every
x PM there exists a chart ϕ˜ : U˜ Ñ V˜ of M˜ around x, such that ϕ˜pU˜XMq “ V˜ Xr0,8rm
and ϕ˜|
U˜Xr0,8rm
U˜XM
is a chart ofM . In other words: M is an equidimensional sub manifold of
M˜ with corners such that its sub manifold structure coincides with its original manifold
structure. The chart ϕ˜ is called enveloping chart of M .
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Lemma 1.7. Let M ‰ H be a real analytic manifold with corners and M˜ an envelop-
ing manifold of M . Moreover let N be a real analytic manifold without corners and
g1, g2 : M˜ Ñ N be real analytic maps. If g1|M “ g2|M we find an open neighbourhood
V Ď M˜ of M such that g1|V “ g2|V .
Proof. Let x PM and ϕ P AM˜x with ϕpMXUϕq “ VϕXr0,8r
m such that ϕ|
VϕXr0,8rm
MXUϕ
is a
chart of M . Let ψ be a chart of N around g1pxq “ g2pxq. Without lose of generality we
assume g1pUϕq, g2pUϕq Ď Uψ and we assume Vϕ to be connected. We get g
ϕ,ψ
1 |VϕXr0,8rm “
g
ϕ,ψ
2 |VϕXr0,8rm . Because of Lemma 1.2 we find an open ϕpxq-neighbourhood in Vϕ on
which gϕ,ψ1 and g
ϕ,ψ
2 coincide. Hence g1 and g2 coincide on an open neighbourhood of
x.
The following Lemma comes from [7, Lemma 2.1 (a)].
Lemma 1.8. Let X be a regular topological Hausdorff space, K Ď X be a compact subset
and pUiqiPI be an open cover of K. Then there exists an open cover pVjqjPJ of K such
that given j1, j2 P J with Vj1 X Vj2 ‰ H we find i P I with Vj1 Y Vj2 Ď Ui.
In the following Lemma we show an existence result for extensions of real analytic maps
on real analytic manifolds with corners. The proof follows the idea of [7, Lemma 2.2
(a)], where Dahmen, Glo¨ckner and Schmeding showed an analogous result for extensions
to complexifications.
Lemma 1.9. Let M and N be real analytic manifolds with corners, M be compact and
M˜ respectively N˜ be enveloping manifold of M respectively N . If f : M Ñ N is a real
analytic map, we find an open neighbourhood U Ď M˜ of M and a real analytic map
g : U Ñ N˜ with g|M “ f .
Proof. Given x P M let ϕ1 : U1 Ñ V1 be an enveloping chart of M around x and
ϕ2 : U2 Ñ V2 be an enveloping chart of N around fpxq with fpU1 X Mq Ď U2 X N .
Especially ϕ1|
V1Xr0,8rm
U1XM
and ϕ2|
V2Xr0,8rm
U2XM
are charts of M and N respectively. We find a
real analytic map ψ : V1 X r0,8r
mÑ V2 X r0,8r
m such that the diagram
U1 XM
f //
ϕ1

U2 XN
ϕ2

V1 X r0,8r
m ψ // V2 X r0,8r
m
commutes. Let ψx : Vx Ñ R
n be a real analytic map defined on an open neighbourhood
Vx of V1Xr0,8r
m, such that ψx|V1Xr0,8rm “ ψ. Without lose of generality we can assume
Vx Ď V1 and ψxpVxq Ď V2, because ψxpϕ1pxqq “ ϕ2pfpxqq P V2. Now we define the open
set Ux :“ ϕ
´1
1 pVxq and the real analytic map gx : Ux Ñ U2 Ď N˜ by gx :“ ϕ
´1
2 ˝ ψx ˝ ϕ1.
We have gx|UxXM “ f |UxXM . With [7, Lemma 2.1 (a)] respectively Lemma 1.8 we find
an open cover pWjqjPJ of M such that given j1, j2 P J with Wj1 X Wj2 ‰ H we find
x P M with Wj1 Y Wj2 Ď Ux. Every point x P M is contained in a set Wi. We can
substitute Wi by the connected component of x in Wi and hence we can assume all Wi
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to be connected and intersecting M . For i P I we find xi P M with Wi Ď Uxi . Now let
gi : Wi Ñ N˜ be given by gi :“ gxi|Wi . If i, k P I with Wi XWk ‰ H we find x P M with
Wi YWk Ď Ux. We have gi|WiXM “ f |WiXM “ gx|WiXM . Because Wi is connected, we
get with Lemma 1.7 that gi “ gx|Wi. In the analogous way we get gk “ gx|Wk . Hence
gi|WiXWk “ gk|WiXWk . Now we define the open set U :“
Ť
iPJ Ui and the real analytic
map g : U Ñ N˜ by g|Wi :“ gi. According to the upper consideration g is well-defined
and real analytic.
In the following Lemma we show that a real analytic diffeomorphism of manifolds
with corners has a diffeomorphic real analytic extension to open subsets of enveloping
manifolds. Our proof is analogous to [7, Lemma 2.2 (e)].
Lemma 1.10. Let f : M Ñ N be a real analytic diffeomorphism between real analytic
manifolds with corners. Moreover let M˜ and N˜ be enveloping manifolds of M and N
respectively and U Ď M˜ be an open neighbourhood of M . Furthermore let V Ď N˜ be
an open neighbourhood of N , f˜ : U Ñ N˜ be an extension of f and g˜ : V : V Ñ M˜ be
an extension of g :“ f´1. We find a neighbourhood W Ď M˜ of M such that f˜ |W is an
diffeomorphism onto its open image with inverse g˜|f˜pW q.
Proof. Let X be the union of all connected components of f˜´1pV q that intersect M .
Thus g˜ ˝ f˜ |X : X Ñ M˜ is real analytic and g˜ ˝ f˜ |XXM “ idXXM . Hence g˜ ˝ f˜ |X “ idX .
Let Y be the union of all connected components of g˜´1pXq that intersect N . As above
f˜ |W ˝ g˜|Y : Y Ñ M˜ is real analytic and f˜ |X ˝ g˜|Y “ idY . Now we show Y “ f˜pXq.
The inclusion “Ď” follows from f˜ |X ˝ g˜|Y “ idY . It is left to show f˜pXq Ď Y . With
g˜ ˝ f˜ |X “ idX we get f˜pXq Ď g˜
´1pXq. If C is a connected component of f˜´1pV q
that intersect M , then f˜pCq is a connected subset of g˜´1 and intersects N . Hence
f˜pCq Ď Y .
Lemma 1.11. Let U Ď r0,8rm be open such that the closure of U in r0,8rm coincides
with the closure of U in Rm. Given an open neighbourhood O of U in Rm we find an
open neighbourhood U˜ of U in Rm such that U˜ Ď O, U˜Xr0,8r“ U and U˜Xr0,8rm“ U .
Proof. Given z P Rm we define z` P r0,8r
m by pz`qi :“ |zi|. Hence the map λ : R
m Ñ
r0,8rm, z ÞÑ z` is continuous and λ
´1pUq is open in Rm. Given x P U we find εx ą 0
with Bεxpxq X r0,8r
mĎ U and Bεxpxq Ď λ
´1pUq. The set U˜1 :“
Ť
xPU Bεxpxq is open in
Rm. We also have U˜1X r0,8r
m“ U , because U Ď U˜1 and U˜1X r0,8r
m“
Ť
xPUpBεxpxq X
r0,8rmq Ď U . Hence U “ U˜1 X r0,8rm Ď U˜1 X r0,8r
m. Now let z P U˜1 X r0,8r
m. We
find a sequence pznqnPN in U˜1 with limnÑ8 zn “ z. Hence z “ λpzq “ limnÑ8 λpznq. But
with U˜ Ď λ´1pUq we get λpznq P U . Thus z P U . We conclude U˜1 X r0,8r“ U . Now let
W be a neighbourhood of U in Rm with U Ď W Ď W Ď O. We define U˜ :“ U˜1XW and
get U˜ ĎW Ď O and U˜ Xr0,8rm“ U XW “ U . Hence U “ U˜ X r0,8rm Ď U˜ Xr0,8rm.
Moreover
U˜ X r0,8rm“ U˜ XW X r0,8rmĎ U˜ XW X r0,8rm“ W X U “ U.
Hence U˜ X r0,8rm“ U .
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With the help of Lemma 1.11 it is possible to transfer the proof of [5, Proposition 1]
respectively [7, Proposition 3.1] (existence of complexifications of real analytic manifolds)
to our situation. Using Lemma 1.11 our proof is complete analogous to the one of [5,
Proposition 1] respectively [7, Proposition 3.1].
Theorem 1.12. Given a compact real analytic finite-dimensional manifold with corners
M we find a enveloping manifold M˜ of M . If there exist two enveloping manifolds M˜1
and M˜2 of M , then we find a neighbourhood U1 of M in M˜1, a neighbourhood U2 of M
in M˜2 and a real analytic diffeomorphism ϕ : U1 Ñ U2 with ϕ|M “ idM .
Proof. See Appendix B.
2. Local manifold structure
As mentioned in the introduction we use the “local approach” developed in [13] and
transfer its line of thought to the case of a compact real analytic manifoldM with corners.
In this section we construct an open subset V of ΓωstpTMq that is small enough such that
U :“ texp ˝η : η P Vu is a subset of DiffωpMq. As in [13] we control simultaneously
the uniform norm of the vector fields of V on a compact set and the norms of the first
derivative. For the rest of the paper the manifolds with corners are modelled over spaces
of the form Rmk :“ r0,8r
kˆRm´k instead of quadrants r0,8rm (see Section 1). Of course
both definitions are equivalent. As in [24] we model the group of diffeomorphisms on
stratified vector fields (ΓstpTMq). In Appendix A we fix some notation and recall basic
definitions and facts concerning manifolds with corners that are used in this paper.
Conventions and notations
For the following definition we referee to [27, Chapter 4; Definition 12 and Proposition
13].
Definition 2.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold without boundary and N ĎM be a
Riemannian submanifold without boundary. We call N totally geodetic if all geodetics
of N are also geodetics of M .
Convention 2.2. Let M be a m-dimensional compact real analytic manifold with cor-
ners and M˜ be an enveloping manifold of M . Moreover let MC be a complexification
of M˜ . We assume that there exists a Riemannian metric g on M˜ such that
the submanifolds BjM are totally geodetic for all j P t1, . . . , mu. We call such a
metric boundary respecting. In this context Ω˜ Ď TM˜ is a neighbourhood of the 0-section.
Lemma 2.3. There exist finite many enveloping-charts ϕ˜i : U˜i,5 Ñ B5p0q with i “
1, . . . , n and induced M-charts ϕi : Ui,5 Ñ B
ki
5 p0q such that M Ď
Ťn
i“1 ϕ
´1
i pB
ki
1 p0qq.
There exist an open subset U˚i of MC, an open subset V
˚
i of C
m and a complex analytic
diffeomorphism ϕ˚i : U
˚
i Ñ V
˚
i such that U˜i,5 Ď U
˚
i , Bi,5p0q Ď V
˚
i and ϕ
˚
i is an extension
of ϕ˜i.
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Convention 2.4. • On Rm respectively on Cm we use the Euclidean norm.
• If f is a differentiable map on an open subset U of Rmk respectively R
m respectively
Cm then f 1 always means the first derivative as a map from U to LpRmq respectively
LpCmq. We equip LpRmq respectively LpCmq with the operator norm.
• Let K P tR,Cu. If f : X Ñ Km is a map, we write }f}U8 :“ sup t}fpxq} : x P Uu
and }f}8 :“ }f}
X
8 for the uniform norm.
• We write Brpxq for balls with radius r in R
m and Brpxq
C for balls with radius r in
Cm. Moreover we define Bkr pxq :“ Brpxq X R
m
k .
• We fix charts ϕi, ϕ˜i and ϕ
˚
i like in Lemma 2.3. Moreover we define
U˜i,r :“ ϕ˜
´1pBrp0qq and Ui,r :“ ϕ
´1pBkir p0qq.
• Let gi be the Riemannian metric on B5p0q that is induced by g via ϕ˜i and let
expi : Ω˜i Ñ B5p0q be the exponential map on B5p0q that is induced by gi.
• If η P ΓωpTMq we define ηpiq :“ dϕi ˝ η ˝ ϕ
´1
i : B
ki
5 p0q Ñ R
m. If U Ď M˜ is an
open neighbourhood of M in M˜ respectively in MC and η P Γ
ωpTUq respectively
η P Γ8
C
pTUq we define ηpiq :“ dϕ˜i˝η˝ ϕ˜
´1
i : ϕ˜ipUi,5XUq Ď B5p0q Ñ R
m respectively
ηpiq :“ dϕ
˚
i ˝ η ˝ ϕ
˚
i
´1 : ϕ˚i pU
˚
i,5 X Uq Ď V
˚
i,5 Ñ C
m.
• If η P ΓωpTMq we can use the identity theorem to obtain an extension that is a
real analytic vector field η˜ of an neighbourhood of M in M˜ . Analogously we write
η˚ for a complex analytic extension to a vector fields on an open neighbourhood
of M in the enveloping complex analytic manifold MC :“ pM˜qC.
• If f P CωpBkRp0q;R
mq we write f˜ for an extension to an open neighbourhood of
BkRp0q in R
m and f˚ for an extension to an open neighbourhood of BkRp0q in C
m.
• Given a compact connected set K in a topological space X , we call a sequence of
open connected relative compact subsets pUnqnPN of X a connected filtration of K
if Un Ě Un`1 Ě K for all n P N and pUnqnPN is a neighbourhood basis of K in X .
• If U is open in Cm and k P t0, 1u we define Holkb pU ;C
mq :“
tf P HolpU ;Cmq : }f}8, }f
1}8 ă 8u. With }‚}
1 : Hol1bpU ;C
mq Ñ r0,8r, f ÞÑ
maxp}f}8, }f
1}8q respectively }‚}
0 :“ }‚}8 the space Hol
k
b pU ;C
mq becomes a Ba-
nach space.
• If V is a vector bundle over a manifold M and K is a compact subset of M then
write ΓpV|Kq for the space of germs of vector fields along K. If K is a compact
subset of Cm we write GpC;C|Kq, for the space of germs of complex analytic
functions along K.
• If U Ď Cm is open we define Holkb pU ;C
mqR :“ 
f P Holkb pU ;C
mq : fpU X Rmq Ď Rm
(
. Analogously we define GpC;C|KqR.
Definition 2.5. (a) We call a section η P ΓωpTMq stratified if
p P BjM ñ ηppq P TpB
jM
for all p PM and write ΓωstpTMq for the subspace of stratified sections.
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(b) A map η : B
k
rp0q Ñ R
m respectively η : Bkr p0q Ñ R
m is called stratified if
xj “ 0ñ ηpxqj “ 0
for all x P Bkr p0q and j “ 1, . . . , k. With respect to the canonical identification
this definition coincides with the one of (a). We write CωpBkr p0q;R
mqst for the
subspace of stratified real analytic maps.
(c) Let K P tR,Cu, U Ď Km be open and Bkr p0q Ď U . A K-analytic map f : U Ñ K
m
is called stratified along Bkr p0q if
xj “ 0ñ ηpxqj “ 0
for all x P Bkr p0q and j “ 1, . . . , k. We write C
ωpU ;Rmqst respectively HolpU ;C
mqst
for the subspaces of stratified maps.
(d) A germ rf s P GpCm;Cm|Bkr p0qq is called stratified if one and hence all representa-
tives are stratified along Bkr p0q. We write GpC
m;Cm|Bkr p0qqst for the subspaces of
stratified germs.
Remark 2.6. A section η P ΓωpTMq is stratified if and only if for all i P t1, . . . , nu
there exists R P r1, 5s such that ηpiq : B
ki
R p0q Ñ R
m is stratified.
Topological considerations
In the following we recall the definition of a Silva space for the convenience of the reader.
For more details see [14, p. 260] and [22].
Definition 2.7. A locally convex space is called a Silva space if it is the direct limit of
Banach spaces in the category of locally convex spaces such that the transition maps are
compact operators.
The facts from the following Lemma 2.8 about Silva spaces are a direct consequence
of [14, Proposition 4.5]. See also [22].
Lemma 2.8. Let pE,ϕiq be a Silva space over an inductive system pEi, Ti,jq. Then the
following holds:
(a) The space E is Hausdorff.
(b) The topology on E coincides with the inductive limit topology in the category of
topological spaces.
(c) Let pUiqiPN be a sequence of open sets Ui Ď Ei, such that pϕipUiqq is an ascending
sequence of subsets of E. Then
Ť
nPN Un Ď E is open in E. Moreover a map
f : U Ñ F into an other Hausdorff locally convex space F is smooth if f |Un : Un Ñ
F is smooth for all n P N.
Remark 2.9. With Lemma 2.8 (b) we conclude that a closed subspace F of E is a Silva
space over the inductive system pFi, Ti,j|Fiq with Fi :“ ϕ
´1
i pF q.
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As in the proof of [8, A.7], we use in the following lemma the Cauchy integral formula
to obtain an upper bound of the derivative of a complex analytic function.
Lemma 2.10. If U and V are open subsets of Cm such that V is relative compact and
V Ď V Ď U , then the map Hol0bpU ;C
mq Ñ Hol1bpV ;C
mq, f ÞÑ f |V is continuous linear.
Proof. Let µ : Cm ˆ Cm Ñ Cm, px, yq ÞÑ x` y be the addition on Cm. Now V ˆ t0u Ď
µ´1pUq. With the Lemma of Wallace we find ε ą 0 with V ` B
C
ε p0q Ď U . Hence for
all p P V we have Bεppq Ď U . If v P C
m with }v} “ 1 we can use the Cauchy integral
formula and get
}f 1ppqpvq} ď
2
ε
¨ sup
qPB
C
ε ppq
}fpqq} ď
2
ε
¨ }f}8.
Hence }f 1}V8 ď
2
ε
¨ }f}U8.
Definition 2.11. Let K be a connected compact subset of Cm and pUnqnPN a connected
filtration of K. As in [8, Appendix A] we give GpCm;Cm|Kq the direct limit topology
induced by the inductive system Hol0bpUn;C
mq Ñ Hol0bpUn`1;C
mq, f ÞÑ f |Un`1 in the
category of locally convex spaces. Because of the diagram
¨ ¨ ¨Hol0bpUn;C
mq
res
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
res // Hol0bpUn`1;C
mq ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨Hol1bpUn;C
mq
)
	
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
res // Hol1bpUn`1;C
mq ¨ ¨ ¨
)
	
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
GpCm;Cm|Kq is the direct limit of the inductive system Hol0bpUn;C
mq Ñ Hol0bpUn`1;C
mq,
f ÞÑ f |Un`1 in the category of locally convex spaces.
In [8, A.10] it was shown that GpCm;Cm|Kq becomes a Silva space as the inductive
limit limÝÑHol
0
bpUn;C
mq. In the following we show that GpCm;Cm|Kq also becomes an
Silva space as the inductive limit limÝÑHol
1
bpUn;C
mq.
Lemma 2.12. Let U and V be open subsets of Cm such that V is relative compact and
V Ď V Ď U . Then the restriction T1 : Hol
1
bpU ;C
mq Ñ Hol1bpV ;C
mq, η ÞÑ η|V is a
compact operator. Hence if K Ď Cm is connected and compact with a connected filtra-
tion pUnqnPN, then the space GpC
m;Cm|Kq becomes a Silva space as the inductive limit
limÝÑHol
1
bpUn;C
mq. Moreover GpCm;Cm|B
k
rp0qq
R
st becomes an Silva space as the inductive
limit limÝÑHol
1
bpUn;C
mqRst (see Lemma 2.6).
Proof. We choose an open relative compact subsetW of Cm such that V ĎW Ď W Ď U .
From [19, Theorem 3.4] and [8, A. 10] we deduce that the map T0 : Hol
0
bpU ;C
mq Ñ
12
Hol0bpW ;C
mq, η ÞÑ η|W is a compact operator. Now we consider the following diagram:
Hol1bpU ;C
mq
T1 //
_

Hol1bpV ;C
mq
Hol0bpU ;C
mq
T0 // Hol0bpW ;C
mq
res
OO
where the second vertical arrow is the restriction to V . Because T0 is compact and both
vertical arrows are continuous linear, we get that T1 is compact.
Definition 2.13. (a) We topologies the germs of vector fields around a compact set
in the same way as Dahmen and Schmeding respectively Krigel and Michor (see
[19] respectively [8]). Hence we give ΓωpTM˜ |Mq the topology of a subspace of
ΓωpTM˜ |MqC “ ΓpTMC|Kq. With help of the bijection Γ
ωpTMq Ñ ΓωpTM˜ |Mq,
η ÞÑ rη˜s we turn ΓωpTMq into a locally convex space. Therefore the closed subspace
ΓωstpTMq becomes a locally convex space. Given R P r1, 5r we use [8, Lemma A.16]
and see that
ΓωstpTMq Ñ
nź
i“1
GpC;C|B
ki
R p0qq
R
st, η ÞÑ rη
˚
piqs
is a linear topological embedding with closed image.
(b) Given r, ε ą 0 and k P N0 we write
Bkr,ε :“
!
η P ΓωstpTMq : p@i P t1, .., nuq }ηpiq}
k
B
ki
r p0q
ă ε
)
Lemma 2.14. If r Ps0, 5r, ε ą 0 and f : Bk5 p0q Ñ R
m is a real analytic map with
}f}1
B
k
r p0q
ă ε, then there exist a complex analytic map f˚ : U Ñ Cm with }f˚}18 ă ε on
an open subset U Ď Cm with B
k
rp0q Ď U such that f
˚|
B
k
r p0q
“ f |
B
k
r p0q
.
Proof. We define the real analytic map
ϕ : B
k
rp0q Ñ B
Cm
ε p0q ˆB
LpCmq
ε p0q, x ÞÑ pfpxq, f
1pxqq,
where we consider B
k
rp0q as a real analytic manifold with corners. We find a connected
open neighbourhood U Ď Cm of B
k
rp0q and an extension ϕ
˚ : U Ñ BC
m
ε p0qˆB
LpCmq
ε p0q of
ϕ. If x P Bkir p0q and v P R
m, we get with [9, Lemma 1.6.5] that ϕ˚1
1pxqpvq “ f 1pxqpvq “
ϕ˚2pxqpvq. Using the linearity over C we conclude ϕ
˚
1
1pxq “ ϕ˚2pxq for x P B
ki
r p0q. Hence
ϕ˚1
1 “ ϕ˚2 . Therefore ϕ
˚
1 is an extension of f as needed.
Lemma 2.15. Given ε ą 0, r P r1, 5r and k P t0, 1u, the set Bkr,ε is an open 0-
neighbourhood in ΓωstpTMq.
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Proof. Let pU inqnPN be a connected filtration of B
ki
r p0q in C
m. Then
U :“ GkεpC
m;Cm|B
ki
r p0qq “
ď
nPN
“
HolkεpU
i
n;C
mq
‰
is open in GpCm;Cm|B
ki
r p0qq, because the right-hand side is an ascending union. Hence
the set
p:q :“
 
η P ΓωstpTMq : p@iq rη
˚
piqs P U
(
is open in ΓωstpTMq. Now we calculate with Lemma 2.14:
p:q “
 
η P ΓωstpTMq : p@iq pDn P Nq rpη
˚qpiqs “ rpηpiqq
˚s P
“
HolkεpU
i
n;C
mq
‰(
“
 
η P ΓωstpTMq : p@iq pDn P Nq ηpiq has an extension η
˚
piq P Hol
k
εpU
i
n;C
mq
(
“
!
η P ΓωstpTMq : p@iq }ηpiq}
k
B
ki
r p0q
ă ε
)
“ Bkr,ε.
A local chart
Remark 2.16. Obviously we have
expipT ϕ˜ipvqq “ ϕ˜ipexppvqq
for all v P T ϕ˜´1i pΩ˜iq respectively
expipx, vq “ ϕ˜ipexppT ϕ˜
´1
i px, vqqq
for px, vq P Ω˜i. Moreover we have
expipx, 0q “ x and d2 exppx, 0; ‚q “ idRm
for all x P B5p0q.
Boiling down [12, Theorem 2.3] to our situation we get the following Lemma 2.17 that
is the analogous statement to [13, Proposition 3.1] in the analytic case:
Lemma 2.17. Let K P tR,Cu, P Ď Kn and U Ď Km be open and f : P ˆU Ñ Km be a
K-analytic map. Moreover let px0, y0q P P ˆU and d2fpx0, y0; ‚q P GLpK
mq There exists
a y0-neighbourhood U
1 Ď U and a x0-neighbourhood P
1 Ď P such that:
• For all x P P 1 the map fpx, ‚q : U 1 Ñ Km has open image and is a K-analytic
diffeomorphism onto its image;
• The set W :“
Ť
xPP 1 txu ˆ fpx, U
1q is open in Kn ˆ Km and the map P 1 ˆ U 1 Ñ
W, px, yq ÞÑ px, fpx, yqq is a K-analytic diffeomorphism with inverse functionW Ñ
Br1px0q ˆBr2py0q, px, zq ÞÑ px, fpx, ‚q
´1pzqq;
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• There exists δ ą 0 such that for all x P P 1 we have Bδpfpx, y0qq Ď fpx, U
1q and
W 1 :“
Ť
xPP 1 txu ˆBδpfpx, y0qq ĎW is open.
The following Lemma 2.18 is the analogous statement to [13, 3.2] in the real analytic
case.
Lemma 2.18. There exists εexp ą 0 such that:
(a) We have B4.5p0q ˆBεexpp0q Ď Ω˜i Ď B5p0q ˆ R
m for all i P t1, ..., nu.
(b) For all x P B4.5p0q and i P t1, ..., nu the map expi,x :“ expipx, ‚q : Bεexpp0q Ñ R
m has
open image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. Moreover the map
B4.5p0q ˆBεexpp0q Ñ B4.5p0q ˆ R
m, px, yq ÞÑ expipx, yq has open image and is a real
analytic diffeomorphism onto its image.
Proof. (a)/(b): Let i P t1, ..., nu. Given x P B5p0q we use Lemma 2.17 to find rx ą 0 and
εx ą 0 such that Brxpxq ˆ Bεxp0q Ď Ω˜i and exppy, ‚q : Bεxp0q Ñ B5p0q has open
image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image for all y P Brxpxq and
Brxpxq ˆ Bεxp0q Ñ Brxpxq ˆ R
m is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image.
We find finite many x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk P B5p0q such that B4.5p0q Ď
Ťk
j“1Brxj pxjq and
set εiexp :“ minj εxj ą 0. Now we set εexp :“ mini“1,...,n ε
i
exp. Given i P t1, ..., nu
and y P B4.5p0q we find j such that y P Brxj pxjq. Hence tyu ˆ Bεexpp0q Ď Ω˜i
and expipy, ‚q : Bεexpp0q Ñ B5p0q is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its open
image. Moreover the map B4.5p0q ˆ Bεexpp0q Ñ B4.5p0q ˆ R
m, px, yq ÞÑ expipx, yq
is injective and a local diffeomorphism. Hence it has open image and is a real
analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. Therefore we find εexp as needed.
Remark 2.19. Using Remark 2.16 we make the following observation: For all
i P t1, . . . , nu, x P B4p0q and w P Bεexpp0q we have exppT ϕ˜
´1
i px, wqq P Ui,5 and
exppT ϕ˜´1i px, wqq “ ϕ˜
´1
i pexpipx, wqq.
Definition 2.20. (a) Let r P r1, 4s. If η P B0r,εexp , then impηq Ď Ω˜, because
px, ηpiqpxqq P Ω˜i for x P B
ki
r p0q. In this situation we define the real analytic map
ψη : M Ñ M˜, p ÞÑ exppηppqq.
(b) For i P t1, . . . , nu, U Ď Bki4 p0q open and η P C
ωpU ;Rmqst with }η}
U
8 ă εexp we
define the real analytic map
ψiη : U Ñ B5p0q, x ÞÑ expipx, ηpxqq.
Lemma 2.21. For r P r1, 4s and η P B0r,εexp we get ψηpUi,rq Ď U˜i,5 and
ψη|Ui,r “ ϕ˜
´1
i ˝ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ϕi|Ui,r .
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Proof. Given p P Ui,r we use Remark 2.19 and calculate
ψηppq “ ψηpϕ
´1
i pϕippqqq “ exppTϕ
´1
i ˝ Tϕi ˝ η ˝ ϕ
´1
i ˝ ϕippqqq
“ exppTϕ´1i pϕippq, ηpiqpϕippqqq “ ϕ
´1
i pexpipηpiqpϕippqqqq “ ϕ
´1
i ˝ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ϕippq
Remark 2.22. If A P LpRmq, then pid, Aq : Rm Ñ Rm ˆRm is linear with }pid, Aq}op ď
1` }A}op.
The following lemma is a stronger version of [13, Lemma 3.7] in the case of open sets
with corners and with a variable radius an control of the norms.
Lemma 2.23. Given R Ps0, 5s, l Ps0, Rr and r Ps0, 1r, we find ε Ps0, εexps such that for
all η P CωpBkiR p0q;R
mqst with }η}
1
l ă ε and i P t1, . . . , nu the following assertions hold:
(a) }ψiη
1
pxq ´ idRm }op ă r for all x P B
k
l p0q;
(b) }ψiηpxq ´ x} ă r for all x P B
k
l p0q.
Proof. Obviously it is enough to show the Lemma for a fixed i P t1, . . . , nu. Hence
let i P t1, . . . , nu be fixed for the rest of the proof. As in [13, Lemma 3.7] we define
H : B5p0qˆBεexpp0q Ñ R
m, px, yq ÞÑ expipx, yq´x´y and h : B5p0qˆBεexpp0q Ñ r0,8r,
px, yq ÞÑ }H 1px, yq}op. For all x P B5p0q we get d1Hpx, 0; ‚q “ 0 and d2Hpx, 0; ‚q “ 0 and
so H 1px, 0q “ dHpx, 0; ‚q “ 0 in LpRm ˆ Rm;Rmq. Hence Blp0q ˆ t0u Ď h
´1pr0, r
r`10
rq
and with the Lemma of Wallace we find ε Ps0,minpεexp,
r
2
qr such that }H 1px, yq}op ă
r
r`10
for all x P Blp0q and y P Bεp0q. Now let η P C
ωpBkRp0q,R
mqst with }η}
1
l ă ε.
(a) We have
ψiηpxq “ Hpx, ηpxqq ` x` ηpxq (1)
for all x P Bkl p0q. Hence
ψiη
1
pxq “ H 1px, ηpxq; ‚q ˝ pidRm , η
1pxqq ` idRm `η
1pxq
for all x P Bkl p0q. With Remark 2.22 we calculate
}ψiη
1
pxq ´ idRm }op ď }H
1px, ηpxqq}op ¨ }pidRm , η
1pxqq}op ` }η
1pxq}op
ă
r
r ` 10
¨ p1` εq ` ε ď
r
r ` 2
¨
´
1`
r
2
¯
`
r
2
“ r. (2)
(b) Let x P Blp0q and y P Bεp0q. Then }px, yq} ď }x} ` }y} ă l ` ε ď 5`
r
2
. Hence
}Hpx, yq} “ }Hpx, yq ´Hp0, 0q} “
››››ż 1
0
dHptx, ty; x, yqdt
››››
ď
ż 1
0
}H 1ptx, tyq} ¨ }px, yq}dt ă
r
r ` 10
¨ }px, yq} ď
r
2
.
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Thus given x P Bkl p0q we can calculate with (1)
}ψiηpxq ´ x} ď }Hpx, ηpxqq} ` }ηpxq} ă r. (3)
As in [13, Lemma 3.7] we will use the following well known fact:
Remark 2.24. Let U Ď Cm be open and convex and f : U Ñ Cm complex analytic with
}dfpxq ´ idCm } ă 1 for all x P U . In this situation f is injective and hence f has open
image and is a diffeomorphism onto its image: Let x ‰ y P U . Because U is convex we
can define
τ : r0, 1s Ñ Cm, t ÞÑ dfpp1´ tqx` ty; y ´ xq ´ py ´ xq.
We get }τptq} ă }y ´ x} for t P r0, 1s and so
ş1
0
}τptq}dt ă }y ´ x}. With fpyq ´ fpxq “
y ´ x`
ş1
0
τptqdt we get fpyq ‰ fpxq.
Lemma 2.25. There exists ε Ps0, εexpr, such that for all η P B
1
1,ε the map ψη : M Ñ M˜
is injective.
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.23, Remark 2.24 and Lemma 2.19, we can find ε1 Ps0, εexpr
such that ψηk0 : Ul,1 Ñ M is injective for all η P B
1
1,ε1
and l P t1, . . . , nu. Similar to
[13, 4.10] one can show that given i, j P t1, . . . , nu we find εi,j Ps0, ε1r such that ψη is
injective on Ui,1 Y Uj,1 for all η P B
1
1,εi,j
: Suppose the opposite. Then we find sequences
pηkqkPN in Γ
ω
stpTMq, ppkqkPN in Ui,1 and pqkqkPN in Uj,1 such that for all k P N we have
}ηk}1
B
kl
1
ă 1
k
, pk ‰ qk and ψηkppkq “ ψηkpqkq. Because Ui,1 and Uj,1 are compact, we
can assume without loose of generality that there exist p P Ui,1 and q P Uj,1 such that
pk Ñ p and qk Ñ q. Hence η
kppkq Ñ 0p and η
kpqkq Ñ 0q in TM . Therefore ψηkppkq Ñ p
and ψηkpqkq Ñ q. Thus p “ q. There exists l P t1, . . . , nu such that p “ q P Ul,1.
Hence there exist k0 and j0 such that pk0 , pj0 P Ul,1. The map ψηk0 : Ul,1 Ñ M is
injective. But pk0 ‰ qk0 and ψηk0 ppk0q “ ψηk0 pqk0q. This is a contradiction. Now
ε :“ mintεi,j : i, j P t1, . . . , nuu is as needed.
Definition 2.26. For j P t1, . . . , mu and each connected component C of BjM we fix
a point pjC P B
jM . The submanifold BjM is totaly geodetic in M˜ . Hence given a
point pjC P B
jM there exists an open neighbourhood U of 0
p
j
C
in T
p
j
C
BjM such that
exp
p
j
C
pUq Ď C and exp
p
j
C
: U Ñ C is continuous. Thus we find εjC Ps0, εexpr such that
for all η P B0
1,ε
j
C
we have ψηpp
j
Cq P C.
Remark 2.27. Let j P t1, . . . , mu and v P TpB
jM with r0, 1sv Ď ΩM˜ and expM˜pr0, 1svq Ď
BjM . Then v P ΩBjM : We consider the curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ B
jM , t ÞÑ expM˜ptvq. Because
BjM is totally geodetic we see that γ is also a geodetic for BjM .
Lemma 2.28. There exists ε Ps0, εexpr such that for all η P B
1
1,ε the map ψη is injective
and ψηpB
jMq “ BjM . Moreover if C is a connected component of BjM then ψηpCq “ C.
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Proof. We use Lemma 2.25 and Definition 2.27 to choose ε ą 0 such that for all η P B11,ε
the map ψη : M Ñ M˜ is injective and ψηpp
j
Cq P C for all j P t1, . . . , mu and all connected
components C Ď BjM . Note that the strata of M have only finite many connected
components, because M is compact. Now we show by induction over j from m to 0 that
ψηpB
jMq “ BjM . The case j “ m is clear. For the induction step we chose let C be a
connected component of BjM and Z :“ tx P C : p@t P r0, 1sqψtηpxq P Cu. Because p
j
C P Z
we get Z ‰ H. Now let p P C. We have r0, 1sη|Cppq Ď ΩM˜ and expM˜ptη|Cppqq P C
for all t P r0, 1s. We conclude η|Cppq P ΩBjM and expBjMpη|Cppqq “ expM˜pη|Cppqq P C.
Hence there exists a p-neighbourhood V Ď C such that expBjM ˝η|CpV q Ď C. We
conclude that Z is open in C. Now let p P CzZ. We get ψηppq R C. First suppose
ψηppq P CzC “
Ť
jăi B
iM . Because ψη is injective and ψηpB
iMq “ BiM for all j ă i we
conclude p P BiM for i ą j. But this is a contradiction. Now suppose ψηppq P M˜zC.
Then there exists a p-neighbourhood V in M such that ψηpV q Ď M˜zC . But C X V is a
p-neighbourhood in C. Hence Z is closed. Therefore Z “ C. We conclude ψηpCq Ď C
and obtain a continuous injective map ψη|
C
C : C Ñ C. From ψηpC X Cq X C “ H we
conclude ψηpCq “ ψηpCq X C. And because C is compact we see that ψηpCq is closed
in C. But ψη is also an open map, because it is injective and continuous (invariance of
domain). We conclude ψηpCq “ C.
The following Lemma 2.29 is a direct consequence of [23, Lemma 2.2.3]
Lemma 2.29. Let f˜ : U˜ Ñ V˜ be a homeomorphism between open subsets of Rm and V˜
be convex, such that
f˜pU˜ X BRmk q Ď V˜ X BR
m
k and f˜pU˜ X B
0
R
m
k q X B
0
R
m
k ‰ H
then
f˜pU˜zRmk q Ď V˜ zR
m
k .
Lemma 2.30. Let U Ď Rmk be open, f : U Ñ R
m
k be a real analytic map and x0 P U
such that
fpU X BRmk q Ď BR
m
k and f
1px0q P GLpR
mq.
We can find an open x0-neighbourhood U
1 Ď U and an open fpx0q-neighbourhood V Ď R
m
k
such that f |VU 1 : U
1 Ñ V is a real analytic diffeomorphism.
Proof. Without loose of generality we can assume x0 P BU :“ UXBR
m
k , because otherwise
we can use the standard inverse function theorem. Now let f˜ : U˜ Ñ Rm be a real analytic
extension of f . Without loose of generality we can assume U˜XRmk “ U . We have f˜ |U “ f
and f˜ 1px0q “ f
1px0q P GLpR
mq. Let U˜ 1 Ď U˜ be a x0-neighbourhood, V˜ Ď R
m a fpx0q-
neighbourhood such that f˜ |U˜ 1 : U˜
1 Ñ V˜ is a real analytic diffeomorphism between open
sets of Cm. Without loose of generality we can assume that V˜ is convex. We have
f˜pU˜ 1 X BRmk q “ fpU˜
1 X BRmk q Ď V˜ X BR
m
k .
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On the other hand f˜pU˜ 1 X B0Rmk q Ď R
m is open in Rm and not empty. Therefore
f˜pU˜ 1 X B0Rmk q is not contained in BR
m
k . With Lemma 2.29 we get f˜pU˜
1zRmk q Ď V˜ zR
m
k .
Using f˜pU˜ 1 X BRmk q Ď V˜ X BR
m
k we get
f˜pU˜ 1 X Rmk q “ V˜ X R
m
k .
Now we define U 1 :“ U˜ 1 X Rmk Ď U˜
1 and V :“ V˜ X Rmk Ď V˜ . The map f |
V
U 1 : U
1 Ñ V is
bijective real analytic and also pf |VU 1q
´1 “ f˜´1|V is real analytic.
Theorem 2.31. There exists εdiff Ps0, εexp˚r such that, if η P B
1
1,εdiff
, then ψη : M Ñ
M, p ÞÑ ψηppq is a diffeomorphism.
Proof. We simply use the ε defined in Lemma 2.28. Then ψη is a real analytic diffeo-
morphism, because it is bijective and a local real analytic diffeomorphism.
The idea of the following Lemma 2.32 bases manly on [13, 4.12]. But because our
manifold is compact we can find a single ε.
Lemma 2.32. There exists εinj Ps0, εexpr such that for all p P M the map expp : Ω˜p Ď
TpM˜ Ñ M˜ is injective on
WpM :“
nď
i“1
Tϕ´1i ptϕippqu ˆBεinj p0qq Ď TpM.
Proof. Let εinj Ps0, εexpr such that
T pϕi ˝ ϕ
´1
j q
`
tϕjppqu ˆBεinjp0q
˘
Ď tϕippqu ˆBεexpp0q
for all p P U 4,i X U 4,j and i, j P t1, . . . , nu. For i P t1, . . . , nu let A
1
i :“ Tϕ
´1
i ptϕippqu ˆ
Bεinj p0qq Ď TpM and Ai :“ Tϕ
´1
i ptϕippqu ˆ Bεexpp0qq Ď TpM . Now let v, w P
Ť
iA
1
i eg.
v P A1i and w P A
1
j with exppvq “ exppwq. We know that exp is injective on Aj . But
obviously v, w P Aj by the choose of εinj.
As we use the local approach the following definition corresponds to [13, 4.13].
Definition 2.33. We define
εU :“ minpεdiff , εinjq.
Moreover we define V :“ B11,εU Ď Γ
ω
stpTMq, U :“ tψη : η P Vu Ď DiffpMq and
Ψ: V Ñ U , η ÞÑ ψη.
Given α P U we find η P V with α “ ψη. We get ηpiqpxq P Bεinj p0q for all x P B
ki
1 p0q.
Hence ηppq P WpM for all p P Ui,1 and all i “ 1, .., n. Thus ηppq P WpM for all p P M .
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Therefore αppq “ ψηppq “ exp |WpMpηppqq P exp |WpMpWpMq and ηppq “ exp |
´1
WpM
pαppqq.
Hence the map
Φ: U Ñ V, α ÞÑ Φpαq
with Φpαqppq “ exp |´1WpMpαppqq makes sense and is inverse to Ψ.
3. Preparation for results of smoothness
To show the smoothness of the group actions we need some further definitions and
results. Especially we need results concerning extensions of real analytic maps on Bkε p0q
to open sets of Cm. In this section we elaborate these foundations.
The following Lemma is the standard quantitative inverse function theorem for Lips-
chitz continuous maps (see [11, Theorem 5.3] and [29]).
Lemma 3.1. Let A : Rm Ñ Rm be a linear isomorphism, x0 P R
m, r ą 0 and
g : Brpx0q Ñ R
m Lipschitz continuous with Lippgq ă 1
}A´1}op
. If we define a :“
1
}A´1}op
´ Lippgq, b :“ }A}op ` Lippgq and f : Brpx0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ Ax` gpxq we have
Baspfpxqq Ď fpBspxqq Ď Bbspfpxqq
for all x P Brpx0q and s Ps0, r ´ }x ´ x0}s. Moreover f has open image and is a
homeomorphism onto its image.
In [15] Gorny showed a qualitative inverse function theorem for Lipschitz continuous
maps on open sets of half-spaces in Banach spaces (“open sets with boundary”, that
means the local “boundary”-case). In [15, Remark on p 47] she states the open problem
whether there is also a qualitative inverse function theorem for Lipschitz continuous
functions on “open sets with corners” (that means the local ”corner”-case).
Our Lemma 3.3 is a quantitative inverse function theorem for Lipschitz continuous
maps on open sets with corners in Rm, but the proof can be transferred to the Banach
case verbatim by substituting Rm with a Banach space.
Lemma 3.2. Let x0 P R
m and g : Bkr px0q Ñ R
m Lipschitz continuous with Lippgq “: L.
Let }‚}k : B
k
r Ñ R
m
k , x ÞÑ }x}k with
p}x}kqi “
#
|xi| : i ď k
xi : otherwise
and g˜ : Brpx0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ gp}x}kq. In this situation g˜|Bkr px0q “ g and Lippg˜q “ Lippgq.
Proof. The map }‚}k : B
k
r Ñ R
m
k is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 1. The
assertion now follows from Lippg˜q “ Lippg ˝ }‚}kq ď Lippgq.
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Lemma 3.3. Let A : Rm Ñ Rm be a linear isomorphism, x0 P R
m, r ą 0 and
g : Bkr px0q Ñ R
m be Lipschitz continuous with Lippgq ă 1
}A´1}op
. We define a :“
1
}A´1}op
´ Lippgq, b :“ }A}op ` Lippgq and f : B
k
r px0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ Ax ` gpxq. If
fpBBkr px0qq Ď BR
m
k and fpB
0Bkr px0qq Ď B
0Rmk , then we have
Bkaspfpxqq Ď fpB
k
s pxqq Ď B
k
bspfpxqq
for all x P Bkr px0q and s Ps0, r ´ }x´ x0}s. Moreover fpB
k
r px0qq is open in R
m
k and f is
a homeomorphism onto its image.
Proof. Without loose of generality we can assume Bkr px0q ‰ H. Hence B
0Bkr px0q ‰ H.
We define g˜ : Brpx0q Ñ R
m as in Lemma 3.2. Then Lippg˜q “ Lippgq ă 1
}A´1}op
. Let
f˜ : Brpx0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ Ax ` g˜pxq and a :“ 1
}A´1}op
´ Lippg˜q “ 1
}A´1}op
´ Lippgq. Using
Lemma 3.1 we get:
(a) The map f˜ : Brpx0q Ñ R
m has open image and is a homeomorphism onto its image;
(b) For all x P Brpx0q and s Ps0, r ´ }x ´ x0}r we have Baspf˜pxqq Ď f˜pBspxqq Ď
Bbspf˜pxqq;
(c) f˜ |Bkr px0q “ f ;
(d) f˜pBBkr px0qq “ fpBB
k
r px0qq Ď BR
m
k and f˜pB
0Bkr px0qq X B
0
R
m
k ‰ H.
Let x P Bkr px0q and s Ps0, r ´ }x´ x0}r. We have to show
Bkaspfpxqq Ď fpB
k
s pxqq.
The inclusion fpBks pxqq Ď B
k
bspbpxqq follows directly from (b). With (b) and (c) we get
Bkaspfpxqq Ď Baspf˜pxqq Ď f˜pBspxqq. Now let y P B
k
aspfpxqq. We find z P Bspxq such
that y “ f˜pzq. It is left to show z P Rmk . Let U˜ :“ f˜
´1pBaspfpxqqq and V˜ :“ Baspfpxqq.
Then U˜ is an open subset of Brpx0q and f˜ : U˜ Ñ V˜ “ Baspfpxqq is a homeomorphism.
Because f˜pzq “ y P Baspfpxqq and f˜pxq “ fpxq P Baspfpxqq we get
z P U˜ and x P U˜ .
Hence U˜ X Rmk ‰ H and so U˜ X B
0Rmk ‰ H. Therefore
H ‰ f˜pU˜ X B0Rmk q “ fpU˜ X B
0
R
m
k q Ď B
0
R
m
k .
And so
f˜pU˜ X B0Rmk q X B
0
R
m
k ‰ H. (4)
Moreover we get
f˜pU˜ X BRmk q “ fpU˜ X BR
m
k q Ď BR
m
k . (5)
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Using (4), (5) and Lemma 2.29 we get
f˜pU˜zRmk q Ď V˜ zR
m
k .
Suppose z R Rmk , then f˜pzq “ y R R
m
k . But this would be a contradiction. Hence z P R
m
k .
Now we show that f : Bkr px0q Ñ R
m
k has open image and is a homeomorphism onto
its image. Let X˜ :“ Brpx0q, X :“ B
k
r px0q, Y˜ :“ f˜pX˜q Ď R
m and Y :“ fpXq Ď Rmk .
Now the assertion follows from the fact, that f˜ : X˜ Ñ Y˜ is a homeomorphism and
f˜ |YX “ f : X Ñ Y .
Definition 3.4. Given r Ps0, 1r we choose rop Ps0, 1r such that for all A P LpCmq we
have
}A´ id }op ă r
op ñ }A´1 ´ id }op ă r.
Remark 3.5. Let K P tR,Cu, U Ď Kn and f : U Ñ Kn be an injective map. Then
}pf |fpUqq´1 ´ idfpUq }8 “ }f ´ idU }8.
Proof. Let g :“ f ´ idU : U Ñ K
m. Then fpxq “ x ` gpxq for all x P U . Hence
f´1pyq “ y ´ gpf´1pyqq for all y P fpUq. And so f´1 “ idfpUq´g ˝ f
´1. Therefore
}f´1 ´ idfpUq }8 “ }g ˝ f
´1}8 “ }g}8 “ }f ´ idU }8.
In the following Lemma the points (b) and (c) are in some sense a stronger version of
[28, Lemma D.4 (b), (c)] (smooth case without boundary).
Lemma 3.6. Let l Ps0,8r and r Ps0, 1r such that l1 :“ p1 ´ rql ´ r ą 0. For all
f P CωpBkl p0q;R
mq with }f ´ id }18 ă r
op, fpBpBkl p0qqq Ď BR
m
k and fpB
0pBkl p0qqq Ď B
0Rmk
we get:
(a) fpBkl p0qq Ď B
k
l`rp0q;
(b) f : Bkl p0q Ñ R
m
k has open image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its
image;
(c) Bkl1p0q Ď fpB
k
l p0qq and the map f
´1 : Bl1p0q Ñ B
k
l p0q is a real analytic diffeomor-
phism;
(d) }f´1pxq ´ x} ă r for all x P Bkl1p0q;
(e) }pf´1q1pxq ´ idRm }op ă r for all x P B
k
l1p0q.
Proof. (a) Given x P Bkl p0q we calculate
}fpxq} “ }fpxq ´ x` x} ď r ` l.
Hence fpBkl p0qq Ď B
k
l`rp0q.
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(b) We define g : Bkl p0q Ñ R
m, g :“ f ´ idRm. Given x, y P B
k
l p0q we calculate
}gpxq ´ gpyq} “
››››ż 1
0
g1pp1´ tqx` ty; x´ yqdt
››››
ď
ż 1
0
}f 1pp1´ tqx` ty; x´ yq ´ idRmpx´ yq}dt ď r}x´ y}.
Hence g is Lipschitz continuous with Lippgq ă 1. Moreover fpB0Bkl p0qq Ď B
0Rmk
and fpBBkl p0qq Ď BR
m
k . Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.3. Hence fpB
k
l p0qq is
open in Rmk and f : B
k
l p0q Ñ fpB
k
l p0qq is a bijection. Because of r
op ă 1 the map
f is a local real analytic diffeomorphism and so f : Bkl p0q Ñ fpB
k
l p0qq is a real
analytic diffeomorphism.
(c) Using Lemma 3.3 we get Bkp1´rqlpfp0qq Ď fpB
k
l p0qq. It is left to show B
k
l1p0q Ď
Bkp1´rqlpfp0qq. Given }x} ă l
1 we calculate
}fp0q ´ x} ď }fp0q ´ 0} ` }x} ă r ` p1´ rql ´ r “ p1´ rql.
(d) This follows directly from Remark 3.5.
(e) We have }f 1pxq ´ idRm }op ă r
op for all x P Bkl p0q. Hence }pf
1pxqq´1 ´ idRm }op ă r
for all x P Bkl p0q. Now let y P B
k
l1p0q then
}pf´1q1pyq ´ idRm }op “ }pf
1pf´1pyqqq´1 ´ idRm }op ă r.
Definition 3.7. Given l, r like in Lemma 3.6 we write εl,r for the ε constructed in
Lemma 2.23 with R “ 5 and rop instate of r.
The following Lemma 3.8 is the analogous statement to [13, 3.3] in the real analytic
case.
Lemma 3.8. Given ε Ps0, εexps there exists δpεq Ps0, 1r such that:
(a) For x P B4p0q and i P t1, ..., nu, we have Bδpεqpxq Ď expipx,Bεp0qq;
(b) The set Dε :“
Ť
xPB4p0q
txu ˆBδpεqpxq is open in B5p0q ˆ R
m and
Dε Ñ Bεp0q, px, zq ÞÑ expipx, ‚q
´1pzq
is real analytic for all i P t1, ..., nu.
Proof. (a) Now again let i P t1, . . . , nu and consider the map expi : B4,5p0q ˆBεp0q Ñ
B5p0q. Now we use Lemma 2.17. Given x P B4,5p0q, we find rx ą 0 and δx ą 0
such that for all y P Brxpxq, we have Bδxpyq “ Bδxpexpipy, 0qq Ď expipy, Bεp0qq. We
find finite many x1, . . . , xk P B4,5p0q with B4p0q Ď
Ťk
j“1Brxj pxq and set δ
ipεq :“
minj δxj . We define δpεq :“ mini δ
ipεq. Given i P t1, ..., nu and x P B4p0q we find j
such that x P Brxj pxjq. Hence Bδpεqpxq Ď expipx,Bεp0qq.
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(b) For px0, y0q P Dε we get }y0 ´ x0} ă δpεq. Let τ :“ min
´
4´ }x0},
δpεq´}y0´x0}
2
¯
.
Then Bτ px0qˆBτ py0q Ď Dε. Hence Dε is open. Because Dε is open and contained
in the image of B4p0q ˆ Bεp0q Ñ B4p0q ˆ R
m, px, yq ÞÑ expipx, yq we conclude
that Dε Ñ Bεp0q, px, zq ÞÑ expipx, ‚q
´1pzq makes sense and is a real analytic
diffeomorphism.
Definition 3.9. Let k P t1, . . . , nu, R ą 0, r ą 0 and x P Rmk . We define
B
k,C
R,rpxq :“ B
k
Rpxq `B
C
r p0q Ď C
m and B
k,C
R,rpxq :“ B
k
Rpxq `B
C
r p0q “ B
k,C
R,rpxq.
Obviously Bk,CR,rpxq is an open neighbourhood of B
k
Rpxq in C
m. We also write BCR,rpxq :“
BRpxq `B
C
r p0q and B
C
R,rpxq :“ BRpxq `B
C
r p0q for x P R
m.
Remark 3.10. If U Ď Cm is open, k P t1, . . . , nu, x P Rmk and B
k
Rpxq Ď U then
B
k
Rpxq ˆ t0u Ď µ
´1pUq for µ : Cm ˆ Cm Ñ Cm, px, yq ÞÑ x ` y. With the Lemma of
Wallace we find r ą 0 such that Bk,CR,rpxq Ď B
k
Rpxq `B
C
r p0q “ B
k,C
R,rpxq Ď U .
Definition 3.11. For i P t1, . . . , nu let exp˚i : Ω
˚
i Ñ B
C
5 p0q a complex analytic extension
of expi : Ωi Ñ B5p0q. Because B4.7p0q ˆ t0u Ď Ω
˚
i we can use Remark 3.10 and find
r˚1 ą 0 and ε
˚
1 ą 0 such that B
C
4.7,r˚1
p0q ˆBC
ε˚1
p0q Ď Ω˚i for all i P t1, . . . , nu.
Remark 3.12. (a) For all i P t1, . . . , nu the map exp˚i p‚, 0q : B
C
4.7,r˚1
p0q Ñ Cm, x ÞÑ
exp˚i px, 0q is an extension of expip‚, 0q : B4.7p0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ x. Hence we have
exp˚i px, 0q “ x,
for all x P BC
4.7,r˚1
p0q, because BC
4.7,r˚1
p0q is connected.
(b) For all i P t1, . . . , nu the map d2 exp
˚
i p‚, 0q : B
C
4.7,r˚1
p0q Ñ LpCmq, x ÞÑ
d2 exp
˚
i px, 0q is a complex analytic extension of d2 expip‚, 0q : B4.7p0q Ñ LpR
mq,
x ÞÑ d2 expipx, 0q “ idRm. Hence we have
d2 exp
˚
i px, 0q “ idCm ,
for all x P BC
4.7,r˚1
p0q, because BC
4.7,r˚1
p0q is connected.
Lemma 3.13. We define O1 :“ B
k,C
R,r˚1
p0qˆBC
ε˚1
p0q. There exists εexp˚ ą 0 and rexp˚ ą 0
such that:
(a) We have
B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q ˆB
C
εexp˚
p0q Ď O1 Ď B
C
5 p0q ˆ C
m
for all i P t1, ..., nu.
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(b) For all x P B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q and i P t1, ..., nu the map exp˚i,x :“ exp
˚
i px, ‚q : B
C
εexp˚
p0q Ñ
Cm has open image and is a complex analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. More-
over the map BC4.5,rexp˚ p0q ˆ B
C
εexp˚
p0q Ñ BC4.5,rexp˚ p0q ˆ C
m, px, yq ÞÑ px, exp˚i px, yqq
has open image and is a complex analytic diffeomorphism onto its image.
In order to shorten the notation we define Uexp˚ :“ B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q.
Proof. For every x P B
C
4.7,r˚p0q we find rx ą 0 and εx ą 0 such that:
• B
C
rx
pxq ˆB
C
εx
p0q Ď O1.
• for all y P BCrxpxq and i P t1, . . . , nu the map
exp˚i py, ‚q : B
C
εx
p0q Ñ Cm
has open image and is diffeomorphism onto its image.
• For all i P t1, . . . , nu the map B
C
rx
pxq ˆ B
C
εx
p0q Ñ B
C
rx
pxq ˆ Cm, px, yq ÞÑ
exp˚i px, yq has open image and is diffeomorphism onto its image.
Let rexp˚ :“ r
˚{2. We find finite many x1, . . . , xn such that B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q ĎŤn
j“1Brxj pxjq. Let εexp˚ :“ minj εxj . Obviously we have
B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q ˆB
C
εexp˚
p0q Ď O1
Moreover the map BC4.5,rexp˚ p0q ˆ B
C
εexp˚
p0q Ñ BC4.5,rexp˚ p0q ˆ C
m, px, yq ÞÑ
px, expipx, yqq is injective and a local diffeomorphism. Hence it has open image
and is a complex analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. Therefore we find εexp˚
as needed.
Lemma 3.14. Let rlog˚ :“ rexp˚{2. For all ε Ps0, εexp˚s there exists δ
Cpεq Ps0, 1r such
that:
(a) For all x P B
C
4.7,rexp˚
p0q and i P t1, . . . , nu we have BC
δCpεqpxq Ď exp
˚
i px,B
C
ε p0qq.
(b) The set
DCε :“
ď
xPBC4,r
log˚
p0q
txu ˆBCδCpεqpxq Ď C
m ˆ Cm
is open and DCε Ñ B
C
ε p0q, px, zq ÞÑ exp
˚
i px, ‚q
´1pzq is complex analytic.
Proof. (a) We consider the map exp˚i : B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q ˆ BCεexp˚ Ñ C
m for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Given x P BC4.5,rlog˚ p0q we use Lemma 2.17 and find rx ą 0 and δx ą 0 such that
for all y P BCrxpxq and i P t1, . . . , nu
BCδxpyq “ B
C
δx
pexp˚i py, 0qq Ď exp
˚
i py, B
C
ε p0qq.
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We choose finite many x1, . . . , xn P B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q such that
B
C
4,rlog˚
p0q Ď
nď
j“1
Brxj pxjq.
We set δCpεq :“ minj δxj . If i P t1, . . . , nu and x P B
C
4,rlog˚
p0q, then BC
δCpεqpxq Ď
exp˚i px,B
C
ε p0qq.
(b) Given px0, y0q P D
C
ε we find σ ą 0 with B
C
σ px0q Ď B
C
4,rlog˚
p0q. Defining τ :“
min
´
σ,
δCpεq´}y0´x0}
2
¯
, we get Bτ px0q ˆBτ py0q Ď D
C
ε .
Definition 3.15. Let N0 P N with
1
N0
ă minprexp˚, rlog˚q. For R P r0, 4s, k P t1, . . . , mu
and n P N we define
UkR,n :“ B
k,C
R, 1
n`N0
p0q “ BkRp0q `B
C
1
n`N0
p0q
and get a connected fundamental sequence of open neighbourhoods of B
k
Rp0q in C
m with
Ukn Ď B
C
4.5,rexp˚
p0q. Moreover we define
U
k
R,n :“ B
k
Rp0q `B
C
1
n`N0
p0q “ UkR,n.
Lemma 3.16. For r0 Ps0, 1r there exists ε
C
r0
Ps0, εexp˚s such that for all n P N, i P
t1, . . . , nu and η P Hol1bpU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst with }η}
1
8 ă ε
C
r0
we have }ψkiη ´ id }
1
U
ki
4,n
ă r0.
Proof. Obviously it is enough to show the Lemma for a fixed i P t1, . . . , nu. Hence let
i P t1, . . . , nu be fixed for the rest of the proof. We define H : Uexp˚ ˆ B
C
εexp˚
p0q Ñ Cm,
px, yq ÞÑ exp˚i px, yq´x´y and h : Uexp˚ˆB
C
εexp˚
p0q Ñ r0,8r, px, yq ÞÑ }H 1px, yq}op. For all
x P Uexp˚ we get d1Hpx, 0; ‚q “ 0 and d2Hpx, 0; ‚q “ 0 and so H
1px, 0q “ dHpx, 0; ‚q “ 0 in
LpCmˆCm;Cmq. Hence Uki4,1ˆt0u Ď h
´1pr0, r0
r0`10
rq and with the Lemma of Wallace we
find εCr0 Ps0,minpεexp,
r0
2
qr such that }H 1px, yq}op ă
r0
r0`10
for all x P Uki4,1 and y P B
C
εCr0
p0q.
Now let η P HolpUki4,n,C
mqRst with }η}
1
8 ă ε
C
r0
.
• We have
ψiηpxq “ Hpx, ηpxqq ` x` ηpxq (6)
for all x P Uki4,n. Hence
ψiη
1
pxq “ H 1px, ηpxq; ‚q ˝ pidRm , η
1pxqq ` idRm `η
1pxq
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for all x P Uki4,n. With Remark 2.22 we calculate
}ψiη
1
pxq ´ idCm }op ď }H
1px, ηpxqq}op ¨ }pidCm , η
1pxqq}op ` }η
1pxq}op
ă
r
r ` 10
¨ p1` εq ` ε ď
r
r ` 2
¨
´
1`
r
2
¯
`
r
2
“ r. (7)
• Let x P Uki4,n and y P B
C
εCr0
p0q. Then }px, yq} ď }x} ` }y} ă 5` r
2
. Hence
}Hpx, yq} “ }Hpx, yq ´Hp0, 0q} “
››››ż 1
0
dHptx, ty; x, yqdt
››››
ď
ż 1
0
}H 1ptx, tyq} ¨ }px, yq}dt ă
r
r ` 10
¨ }px, yq} ď
r
2
.
Thus given x P Uki4,n we calculate with (6)
}ψiηpxq ´ x} ď }Hpx, ηpxqq} ` }ηpxq} ă r. (8)
Lemma 3.17. Let R Ps0,8r, r Ps0,8r, r0 Ps0, 1r, R
1 :“ p1´r0qR´r0 ą 0, r
1 :“ p1´r0qr,
R2 :“ R ` r0 and r
2 :“ p1 ` r0qr. For all k P t1, . . . , mu and f P Hol
1
bpB
k,C
R,rp0q;C
mq
such that }f ´ id }18 ă r
op
0 , fpBpB
k
l p0qqq Ď BR
m
k and fpB
0pBkl p0qqq Ď B
0
R
m
k , we get the
following assertions:
(a) f : Bk,CR,rp0q Ñ C
m has open image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its
image;
(b) Bk,CR1,r1p0q Ď fpB
k,C
R,rp0qq and the map f
´1 : Bk,CR1,r1p0q Ñ B
k,C
R,rp0q is a real analytic
diffeomorphism;
(c) fpBk,CR,rp0qq Ď B
k,C
R,r`r0
p0q and fpBk,CR,rp0qq Ď B
k,C
R2,r2p0q;
(d) }f´1pxq ´ x} ă r0 for all x P B
k,C
R1,r1p0q;
(e) }pf´1q1pxq ´ idCm }op ă r0 for all x P B
k,C
R1,r1p0q.
Proof. (a) From Remark 2.24 and r0 ă 1 we get that f : B
k,C
R,rp0q Ñ C
m has open
image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image.
(b) Let g :“ f ´ idCm : B
k,C
R,rp0q Ñ C
m. Then as in Lemma 3.6 one gets }gpxq ´
gpyq} ă r0}x ´ y} for all x, y P B
k,C
R,rp0q. Hence Lippgq ď r0 ă 1. Now let
x P BkRp0q. Then B
C
r pxq “ x ` B
C
r p0q Ď B
k,C
R,rp0q. We consider the map f |BCr pxq.
Thus using the identification Cm – R2m in combination with Lemma 3.1 we get
BCp1´r0qrpfpxqq Ď fpB
C
r pxqq Ď fpB
k,C
R,rp0qq. Hence B
C
p1´r0qr
p0q ` fpxq Ď fpBk,CR,rp0qq
for all x P BkRp0q. Therefore B
C
p1´r0qr
p0q`fpBkRp0qq Ď fpB
k,C
R,rp0qq. With Lemma 3.6
we get BkR1p0q Ď fpB
k
Rp0qq, because fpBpB
k
l p0qqq Ď BR
m
k and fpB
0pBkl p0qqq Ď B
0Rmk .
Therefore
B
k,C
R1,r1p0q “ B
k
R1p0q `B
C
r1p0q Ď fpB
k,C
R,rp0qq.
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Hence the map f´1 : Bk,CR1,r1p0q Ñ B
k,C
R,rp0q makes sense and is a real analytic diffeo-
morphism.
(c) Let x P Bk,CR,rp0q then fpxq “ x` pfpxq ´ xq P B
k,C
R,rp0q `B
C
r0
p0q “ Bk,CR,r`r0p0q. Now
let x0 P B
k
Rp0q. Using Lemma 3.6 we get fpx0q P B
k
R2p0q. Again we consider the
map f |BCr px0q. Lemma 3.1 yields
fpBCr px0qq Ď B
C
p1`r0qr
pfpx0qq “ B
C
r2p0q ` fpx0q Ď B
C
r2p0q `B
k
R2p0q “ B
k,C
R2,r2p0q.
(d) Because }f ´ id }08 ă r0 we can use Remark 3.5 and get }f
´1pxq ´ x} ă r0 for all
x P Bk,CR1,r1p0q.
(e) Because }f 1pxq ´ id }op ă r
op
0 for all x P B
k,C
R,rp0q we can argue as in Lemma 2.23
and get }pf´1q1pxq ´ idCm }op ă r0 for all x P B
k,C
R1,r1p0q.
Lemma 3.18. There exists εB ą 0 such that for all i P t1, . . . , nu, j P t1, . . . , mu,
all connected components C Ď BjBki5 p0q, x, y P C with }x ´ y} ă
εB
2
, v P BεBp0q with
y “ expipx, vq we get v P TxB
jBki5 p0q.
Proof. There exists εB Ps0, εexps such that }d exp
i
xpyq ´ idRm } ă
1
2
for all i P t1, . . . , nu,
x P B4p0q and y P BεBp0q. Given x P B
jBk5 p0q we define the subset Jx Ď t1, . . . , mu
such that xl “ 0 if and only if l P Jx. Moreover we write Ix :“ t1, . . . , mu zJx and
RmIx :“ xei : i P Ixy. Obviously we have TxB
jBk5 p0q “ R
m
Ix
. Let v P Bεexpp0q X TxB
jBki5 “
Bεexpp0qXR
m
Ix
“ B
Rm
Ix
εexpp0q. Because B
jM is totally geodetic there exist t0 Ps0, 1r such that
dxϕ
´1
i ptvq P ΩBjM for all t P r0, t0s. Hence for all t P r0, t0s we have exp
i
xptvq P B
jBki5 p0q.
Therefore prl ˝ exp
i
xptvq “ 0 for all t P r0, t0s and l P Jx (note that t ÞÑ exp
i
xptvq stays in
the connected component of x). Because expix is real analytic we can use the Identity
Theorem and obtain prl ˝ exp
i
xpvq “ 0. Therefore exp
i
xpB
RmIx
εexpp0qq Ď R
m
Ix
. Especially we
can consider the continuous map expix : B
Rm
Ix
εB p0q Ñ R
m
Ix
. We write C for the connected
component of x in BjBki5 p0q. And because }d exp
i
xpyq ´ id } ă
1
2
, we get
C X BjBki1
2
εB
pxq Ď B
RmIx
1
2
εB
pxq “ B
RmIx
1
2
εB
pexpxp0qq Ď expxpB
RmIx
εB p0qq
with the quantitative inverse function theorem. Now the assertion follows from the
injectivity of expix : Bεexpp0q Ñ R
m.
Definition 3.19. We use the notation of Lemma 3.8 and define δU :“ δminpεU ,εBq, DU :“
DminpεU ,εBq and
logi : DU Ñ BminpεU ,εBqp0q, px, zq ÞÑ expipx, ‚q
´1pzq
for all i P t1, . . . , nu.
Remark 3.20. For all j P t1, . . . , mu, i P t1, . . . , nu and all connected components C
in BjBki1 p0q we choose p
i,j
C . After shrinking εU we assume without loose of generality
ψiηpiqpp
i,j
C q P C for all i, j, C as above and η P B
0
1,εU
.
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Definition 3.21. Let i P t1, . . . , nu. We define the real analytic map
αi : B4p0q ˆBδU p0q Ñ BεU p0q, px, yq ÞÑ logipx, x` yq
and get αipx, 0q “ 0 for all x P B4p0q. Hence d1αipx, 0q “ dαp‚, 0qpxq “ 0 in LpR
mq
for all x P B4p0q. Therefore B3p0q ˆ t0u Ď pd1αiq
´1pt0uq. We find να ą 0 such
that }d1αipx, yq}op ă
εU
2
for all x P B3p0q, y P Bναp0q and i P t1, . . . , nu. Let
Kα ě sup
 
}d2αipx, yq}op : x P B3p0q, y P Bναp0q
(
for all i P t1, . . . , nu.
4. Smoothness of composition
In this section we show the smoothness of the composition in the local chart Φ.
Definition 4.1. Let r˛ “ minp
δU
2
, εU ,
εU
8Kα
, να
2
, εB
4
q, rC˛ :“
δCpεexp˚q
2
and ε˛ :“
minpεU , ε4,r˛ε
C
rC˛
q.
The corresponding result to the following lemma, in the case of a non compact smooth
manifold without corners, is [13, 4.17].
Lemma 4.2. Let η, ζ P Bε˛
(a) The map ψiηpiq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
: Bki3 p0q Ñ R
m
ki
makes sense and the map
ηpiq ˛ ζpiq : B
ki
3 p0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ logipx, ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiqpxqq
makes sense and is a real analytic function with }ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxq} ă minpεU , εBq for
all x P Bki3 p0q. Moreover we have
ψiηpiq˛ζpiq “ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiq (9)
on Bki3 p0q and ηpiq ˛ ζpiq is stratified.
(b) For the map ψη ˝ ψζ : M Ñ M we have ψη ˝ ψζpUi,3q Ď Ui,4 and
ϕi ˝ ψη ˝ ψζ ˝ ϕ
´1
i “ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiq . (10)
(c) The vector field
η ˛ ζ : M Ñ TM, p ÞÑ exp |´1WpMpψη ˝ ψζppqq
makes sense and is real analytic and stratified. Moreover we have
pη ˛ ζqpiqpxq “ ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxq
for all x P Bki3 p0q and p “ ϕ
´1
i pxq and
ψη˛ζ “ ψη ˝ ψζ .
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(d) η ˛ ζ is in V.
Proof. (a) Using Lemma 2.23 and Lemma 3.6 we get ψζpiqpB
ki
3 p0qq Ď B
ki
4 p0q. Hence
ψiηpiq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
: Bki3 p0q Ñ R
m
ki
makes sense. We have r˛ ď
δU
2
and so }ψiηpiq ´ id } ă
δU
2
and }ψiζpiq ´ id } ă
δU
2
on Bki4 p0q. Hence ψ
i
ηpiq
pψiζpiqpxqq ´ x P BδU p0q. Therefore
ηpiq ˛ ζpiq : B
ki
3 p0q Ñ R
m makes sense and }ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxq} ă minpεU , εBq for all x P
Bki3 p0q and so
ψiηpiq˛ζpiq “ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiq
on Bki3 p0q (note εU ă εexp). Now we show that ηpiq ˛ ζpiq is stratified. With
r˛ ď minpνα, εBq we calculate for x P B
ki
3 p0q:
}ψiηpiq ˝ ψζpiqpxq ´ x} ď }ψ
i
ηpiq
pψζpiqpxqq ´ ψζpiqpxq} ` }ψζpiqpxq ´ x}
ă min
´
να,
εB
2
¯
. (11)
Now let x P BjBki3 p0q and C the connected component of x in B
jBki5 p0q. We define
y :“ ψiηpiq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
pxq and v :“ ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxq P BεBp0q. With Lemma Remark 3.20
we deduce x, y P C and y “ expixpvq. With (11) and Lemma 3.18 we deduce
v P TxB
jBki5 p0q. Hence ηpiq ˛ ζpiq is stratified.
(b) The maps ψη and ψζ make sense, because r˛ ă εexp. With Lemma 2.21 we calculate
ψηpψζpUi,3qq “ ψηpψζpϕ
´1
i pB
ki
3 p0qqqq “ ψηpϕ
´1
i pψ
i
ζpiq
pBki3 p0qqqq
“ϕ´1i pψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiqpB
ki
3 p0qqq.
This calculation also shows (10).
(c) Let p P M and i P t1, . . . , nu with p P Ui,1. Let x :“ ϕippq P B
ki
1 p0q and v :“
Tϕ´1i px, ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxqq P TpM . Then v P Ω and because εU ď εinj we get v P WpM .
Now we calculate
exppvq “ ϕ´1i pexpipx, ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxqqq “ ϕ
´1
i ˝ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiq ˝ ϕippq “ ψη ˝ ψζppq.
Hence the vector field η ˛ ζ makes sense. Now let x P Bki3 p0q and p :“ ϕipxq. We
calculate
pη ˛ ζqpiqpxq “ dϕi ˝ exp |
´1
WpM
˝ ψη ˝ ψζppq
“dpϕi ˝ ˝ exp |
´1
WpM
˝ ϕ´1i ˝ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ψiζpiqpϕippqq
“pϕi ˝ exp |
´1
WpM
˝ dpϕ
´1
i q
´1 ˝ ψiηpiq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
pxq
“ expipx, ‚q
´1pψiηpiq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
pxqq “ ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxq.
Obviously we have ψη˛ζ “ ψη ˝ ψζ . The vector field η ˛ ζ is stratified, because its
local representation is stratified.
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(d) First we show
}pη ˛ ζqpiq}
1
B
ki
1 p0q
“ }ηpiq ˛ ζpiq}
1
B
ki
1 p0q
ă εU
for all i P t1, . . . , nu. From ψiηpiq˝ψ
i
ζpiq
pBki3 p0qq Ď BδU p0q we get }ηpiq˛ζpiq}
0
B
ki
1 p0q
ă εU .
Now we show }pηpiq ˛ ζpiqq
1pxq}op ă εU for all x P B
ki
3 p0q. We define the auxiliary
function h :“ ψiηpiq ˝ ψζpiq ´ id on B
ki
3 p0q. Let x P B
ki
3 p0q. Using (11) we see
}hpxq} ă να. With r˛ ď minp
εU
2Kα
¨ 1
4
, 1q we calculate
}h1pxq}op “ }ψ
i
ηpiq
1
pψiζpiqpxqq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
1
pxq ´ id }op
ď}ψiηpiq
1
pψiζpiqpxqq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
1
pxq ´ id ˝ψiζpiq
1
pxq}op ` }ψ
i
ζpiq
1
pxq ´ id }op
ď}ψiηpiq
1
pψiζpiqpxqq ´ id }op ¨ }ψ
i
ζpiq
1
pxq}op ` }ψ
i
ζpiq
1
pxq ´ id }op
ă
εU
2Kα
¨
1
4
¨ 2`
εU
2Kα
¨
1
2
“
εU
2Kα
.
For all x P Bki3 p0q we have
ηpiq ˛ ζpiqpxq “ αi
´
x, pψiηpiq ˝ ψ
i
ζpiq
´ idqpxq
¯
“ αipx, hpxqq.
Let x P Bki3 p0q and v P R
m. We show }dpηpiq ˛ ζpiqqpx; vq} ď εU}v}:
}dpηpiq ˛ ζpiqqpx; vq} “ }dαipx, hpxq; v, dhpx, vqq}
ď}d1αipx, hpxq; vq} ` }d2αipx, hpxq; dhpx, vqq}
ď p}d1αipx, hpxq; ‚q}op ` }d2αipx, hpxq; ‚q}op ¨ }dhpx, ‚qq}opq ¨ }v}
ă
εU
2
`Kα ¨
εU
2Kα
“ εU .
Lemma 4.3. For all m P N we define m1 :“ 2m` N0. If η P Hol
1
ε˛
pU4,n;C
mqRst, m P N
with m ě n and R Ps1, 4r, then
ψiηpU
ki
R´1,m1q Ď U
ki
R,m and }ψ
i
η ´ id }
0
U
ki
3,n1
ă rC˛ “
δCpεexp˚q
2
.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.16 and Lemma 3.17 with r0 ă 1.
Bowling down [10, Proposition 4.23] to our situation we obtain the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let U,Z, Ug, Vg Ď C
m be open subsets, such that Y Ď U Ď Ug and Y
is compact (hear the closure of Y is taken in Cm). If g : Ug ˆ Vg Ñ C
m is a complex
analytic map, then
HolpU ;Cmq X tY , Vgu Ñ HolpY ;C
mq, γ ÞÑ gp‚, γp‚qq|Y
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is a complex analytic map.
By applying [10, Proposition 11.4] to our situation we obtain the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.5. If U,Z, Y Ď Cm are open subsets such that Y is compact and contained
in Z, then
HolpU ;Cmq ˆ pHolpZ;Cmq X tY ;Uuq Ñ HolpY ;Cmq, pη, τq ÞÑ η ˝ τ |Y
is complex analytic.
Lemma 4.6. The map
˛ : B4,ε˛ ˆ B4,ε˛ Ñ B1,εU , pη, ζq ÞÑ η ˛ ζ
is smooth.
Proof. In this proof, all vector spaces except of Cm are considered as R vector
spaces. If k P N we write k1 :“ 2k ` N0. After identification we have B1,εU Ďśn
i“1 GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq
R
st and it is left to show the smoothness of
B4,ε˛ ˆ B4,ε˛ Ñ GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq, pη, ζq ÞÑ
”
pη ˛ ζq˚piq
ı
B
ki
1 p0q
“
“
pηpiq ˛ ζpiqq
˚‰
B
ki
1 p0q
We consider the diagram
B4,ε˛ ˆ B4,ε˛
_

˛ // GpCm;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq
R
st
´śn
i“1G
1
ε˛
pCm;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq
R
st
¯2 pri //// ´G1ε˛pCm;Cm|Bki4 p0qqRst¯2
Φ
OO
with Φprf s, rgsq “
”´
f |
B
ki
4 p0q
˛ g|
B
ki
4 p0q
¯˚ı
. Because GpCm;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq
R
st “
limÝÑHol
1
bpU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst we have to show the smoothness of`
Hol1ε˛pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst
˘2
Ñ GpCm;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq
R
st, pη, ζq ÞÑ
”
η|
B
ki
4 p0q
˛ ζ |
B
ki
4 p0q
˚
ı
“ rη ˛ ζs
with η ˛ ζ : Uki1,n3 Ñ C
m, x ÞÑ exp˚i px, ‚q
´1pψiη
´1
pxq ´ xq. Therefore we show the smooth-
ness of pHol1ε˛pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRstq
2 Ñ HolpUki1,n3;C
mqRst, pη, ζq ÞÑ η ˛ ζ . We write this map as the
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following composition:
`
Hol1ε˛pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst
˘2 1
ÝÑ HolpU4,n;C
mq X tU 3,n1;B
C
rC˛
p0qu ` id
ˆ HolpU4,n;C
mq X tU 3,n1;B
C
rC˛
p0qu ` idXtU 2,n2 ;U3,n1u
2
ÝÑ HolpU2,n2;C
mq X tU
ki
1,n3 ;B
C
δCpεexp˚ q
p0qu ` id
3
ÝÑ HolpU1,n3 ;C
mq
with 1 pη, ζq “ pψiη, ψ
i
ζq, 2 pf, gq “ f ˝ g and 3 pgq “ x ÞÑ exp
˚
i px, ‚q
´1pgpxqq.
Now the smoothness of 1 and 3 follows from Lemma 4.4 and the smoothness of 2
from Lemma 4.5.
5. Smoothness of the inversion
In this section we proof the smoothness of the inversion in the local chart Φ.
Definition 5.1. We use the constants of Lemma 3.21. Let r‹ :“ min
´
1
4
, δU ,
εU
2¨Kα
, να,
εB
2
¯
and ε˚ :“ minpεU , ε4,r‹q.
In the case of an smooth manifold without corners one can use smooth bump functions
to show the smoothness of the inversion [13, Lemma 3.8]. Obviously this is not possible
in the real analytic case. As in [28, Lemma D.4] we use a quantitative inverse function
theorem to show the smoothness of the inversion. Therefore it was necessary to show the
quantitative inverse function theorem for open sets with corners (Lemma 3.3) to apply
it to show Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 5.2. Let η P B4,ε‹ and i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
(a) The map ψiηpiq
´1
: Bki2 p0q Ñ R
m
ki
makes sense. Moreover the map
pηpiqq
‹ : Bki2 p0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ logi
´
x, ψiηpiq
´1
pxq
¯
makes sense and is a stratified real analytic function with }pηpiqq
‹pxq} ă minpεU , εBq
for all x P Bki2 p0q and ψ
i
pηpiqq‹
“ pψiηpiqq
´1 on Bki2 p0q.
(b) The map ψ´1η : M Ñ M makes sense and ψ
´1
η pUi,2q Ď Ui,4. Moreover ψ
´1
η |Ui,2 “
ϕ´1i ˝ pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1 ˝ ϕi|Ui,2.
(c) The vector field
η‹ : M Ñ TM, p ÞÑ exp |´1WpMpψ
´1
η ppqq
makes sense, is real analytic and stratified. Moreover we have ψη‹ “ ψ
´1
η and
pη‹qpiq|Bki2 p0q
“ pηpiqq
‹. (12)
(d) We have η‹ P V “ B11,εU .
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Proof. (a) Because ε‹ ď ε4,r‹ and r‹ ď minpδU ,
1
4
, εB
2
q we can use Lemma 2.23 and see
that ψiηpiq
´1
: Bki2 p0q Ñ R
m
ki
makes sense and that }ψiηpiq
´1
pxq ´ x} ă minpδU ,
εB
2
q for
all x P Bki2 p0q. Hence the map pηpiqq
‹ : Bki2 p0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ logipx, ψ
i
ηpiq
´1
pxqq makes
sense and }pηpiqq
‹pxq} ă minpεU , εBq ď εexp for all x P B
ki
2 p0q. Thus
expipx, η
‹
piqpxqq “ ψ
i
ηpiq
´1
pxq for all x P Bki2 p0q. (13)
Now let x P BjBki2 p0q. Obviously y0 :“ pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1pxq P BjBki4 p0q. Let C be th
connected component of x in BjBki5 . With Remark 3.20 we see y P C. We have
v :“ η‹piqpxq P BεBp0q and exp
i
xpvq “ y and }y ´ x} ă
εB
2
. With Lemma 3.18 we get
v P TxB
jBki5 p0q and so pηpiqq
‹ P CωpBki2 p0q;R
mqst.
(b) Because ε‹ ď εU the map ψη : M Ñ M is a real analytic diffeomorphism. Using
Lemma 2.21, Lemma 2.23 and rU ď
1
4
we calculate
Ui,2 “ ϕ
´1
i pB
ki
2 p0qq Ď ϕ
´1
i pψ
i
ηpiq
pBki4 p0qqq “ ϕ
´1
i ˝ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ϕipUi,4q “ ψηpUi,4q.
Let p P Ui,2. To see ψ
´1
η ppq “ ϕ
´1
i ˝ pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1 ˝ ϕippq we use Lemma 2.21 and
calculate ψη
´
ϕ´1i ˝ pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1 ˝ ϕippq
¯
“ p.
(c) We show that the map η‹ : M Ñ TM , p ÞÑ exp |´1WpMpψ
´1
η ppqq makes sense. Let
p P M and i P t1, . . . , nu such that p P Ui,1. We define x :“ ϕippq and v :“
Tϕ´1i px, pηpiqq
‹pxqq. Because εU ď εinj we get v PWpM . Now we calculate
exppvq “ ϕ´1i ˝ expipx, η
‹
piqpxqq “ ϕ
´1
i ˝ ψ
i
ηpiq
˝ ϕippq “ ψ
´1
η ppq.
Hence η‹ makes sense. Obviously ψη‹ “ ψ
´1
η . Now let x P B
ki
2 p0q and p :“ ϕ
´1
i pxq.
We calculate
pη‹qpiqpxq “ dpϕi ˝ exp |
´1
WpM
˝ ψ´1η ppq “ dpϕi ˝ exp |
´1
WpM
˝ ϕ´1i ˝ pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1pϕippqq
“
`
ϕi ˝ exp |WpM ˝ dpϕ
´1
i
˘´1
˝ pψiηpiqq
´1pxq “ expipx, ‚q
´1 ˝ pψiηpiqq
´1pxq “ pηpiqq
‹pxq.
This shows (12). We conclude with this local representation and (a) that η‹ is real
analytic and stratified.
(d) It is enough to show }dη˚piqpx, vq} ď εU ¨ }v} for all x P B
ki
2 p0q and v P R
m. Because
r‹ ă δU we have pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1pxq ´ x P BδU p0q (Lemma 2.23) and so
η‹piqpxq “ ai
´
x, pψiηpiqq
´1pxq ´ x
¯
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for all x P Bki2 p0q. Now let x P B
ki
2 p0q and v P R
m. We get
dη‹piqpx, vq “ d1ai
´
x, pψiηpiqq
´1pxq ´ xq; v
¯
` d2ai
´
x, pψiηpiqq
´1pxq ´ x; dpψiηpiqq
´1px; vq ´ v
¯
. (14)
Using r‹ ď να and Lemma 2.23 we see pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1pxq ´ xq P Bναp0q and so
}d1aipx, pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1pxq ´ x; vqq} ď εU
2
}v}. Analogously we get
}d2aipx, pψ
i
ηpiq
q´1pxq ´ x; dpψiηpiqq
´1px; vq ´ vq} ď Kα ¨ }dpψ
i
ηpiq
q´1px; ‚q ´ id }op ¨ }v}
ď
εU
2
}v}.
Now the assertion follows from (14).
Lemma 5.3. Let n P N. As before we define n1 :“ 2n ` N0. There exists σ ą 0 such
that for all x P Uki3,n1 and y P B
C
σ p0q we have
(i) exp˚i px, yq P U
ki
4,n;
(ii) }d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q ´ id }op ă
1
2
.
Especially we have }d2 exp
˚
i px, yq}op ď
3
2
.
Proof. We have exp˚i px, 0q P U
ki
4,n for all x P U
ki
3,n1 and so U
ki
3,n1 ˆ t0u Ď exp
´1pUki4,nq.
Moreover d2 exp
˚
i px, 0; ‚q ´ idCm “ 0 for all x P U
ki
3,n1. Let ϕ : U
ki
4,n ˆ B
C
εexp˚
p0q Ñ r0,8r,
px, yq ÞÑ }d2 exp
˚
i px, yq ´ idCm }op. Then U
ki
3,n1 ˆ t0u Ď ϕ
´1pr0, 1
2
rq. The rest follows from
the Lemma of Wallace.
Definition 5.4. With the notation from Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 5.3 we define δlog˚ :“
minpδCpσq, p1
4
qopq. Without loose of generality we can assume ε‹ ă ε
C
δlog˚
.
Lemma 5.5. (a) If η P Hol1ε‹pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst then ψ
i
η : U
i
4,n Ñ C
m is stratified and }ψiη ´
idCm }
1 ă δlog˚ ď p
1
4
qop.
(b) As before we define n1 :“ 2n`N0. We have U
i
2,n1 Ď ψ
i
ηpU
i
3,nq and so pψ
i
ηq
´1 : U i2,n1 Ñ
C
m makes sense and }pψiηq
´1 ´ id }0 ă δlog˚ ď δ
Cpσq.
(c) The map
η‹ : Uki2,n1 Ñ B
C
σ p0q, x ÞÑ exp
˚
i px, ‚q
´1pψiη
´1
pxqq
makes sense and is a complex analytic extension of η|‹
B
ki
4 p0q
: Bki2 p0q Ñ R
m.
Proof. It is enough to show (b). With R “ 3, r0 ď p
1
4
qop, r “ 1
n`N0
we use Lemma 3.17
and get R1 “ 2 and r1 ą 1
p2n`N0q`N0
.
The following lemma is a consequence of [1].
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Lemma 5.6. Let U Ď Cm be open and f : Rˆ U Ñ Cm a map that is complex analytic
in the second argument. In this situation the map f considered as a map between finite
dimensional R-vector spaces is smooth if and only if the map fˇ : R Ñ pHolpU ;CmqqR
considered as a map between locally convex R-vector spaces is smooth.
We follow the idea of [13, Lemma 3.8] and use an argument from the convenient setting
to show the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.7. The map Φ: Hol1ε‹pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst Ñ HolpU2,n1;C
mq, η ÞÑ η‹ is smooth (hear
we consider the vector spaces as real vector spaces).
Proof. Let c : R Ñ Hol1ε‹pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst, t ÞÑ ct be smooth. We have to show thatzΦ ˝ c : R ˆ U2,n1 Ñ Cm – R2m, pt, xq ÞÑ c‹t pxq is smooth. From Lemma 5.5 we get
c‹t P Hol
0
σpU2,n1;C
mq. Hence ψic‹t pU
ki
2,n1q Ď U
ki
4,n. Therefore ψ
i
ct
˝ ψc‹t makes sense and
ψict ˝ ψ
i
c‹t
pxq “ x for all x P Uki2,n1 (15)
ñ exp˚i pexp
˚
i px, c
‹
t pxqq, ctpexp
ipx, c˚t pxqqqq ´ x “ 0 for all x P U
ki
2,n1 (16)
We define the smooth function
Λ: Rˆ Uki2,n1 ˆB
C
σ p0q Ñ C
m
pt, x, yq ÞÑ exp˚i pexp
˚
i px, yq, ctpexp
˚
i px, yqqq ´ x “ ψctpexp
˚
i px, yqq ´ x
For pt, x, yq P Rˆ Uki2,n1 ˆB
C
σ p0q we calculate
}d3Λpt, x, y; ‚q ´ id }op “ }dψctpexp
˚
i px, yq; d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚qq ´ id }op
“}dψctpexp
˚
i px, yq; ‚q ˝ d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q ´ id }op
ď}dψctpexp
˚
i px, yq; ‚q ˝ d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q ´ id ˝d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q}op ` } id ˝d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q ´ id }op
ď}dψctpexp
˚
i px, yq; ‚q}op ¨ }d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q}op ` }d2 exp
˚
i px, y; ‚q ´ id }op
ă
1
4
¨
3
2
`
1
2
“
7
8
.
Hence d3Λpt, x, y; ‚q P GLpC
mq. Obviously Λpt, x, ‚q : BCσ p0q Ñ C
m is injective. With the
implicit function theorem and (15) we see that Φ is smooth.
Lemma 5.8. The map
iM : B4,ε‹ Ñ B1,εU , η ÞÑ η
‹
is smooth.
Proof. After identification we have B1,εU Ď
śn
i“1 GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq and it is left to show
the smoothness of
B4,ε‹ Ñ GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq, η ÞÑ
”
pη‹q˚piq
ı
B
ki
1 p0q
“
“
pη‹piqq
˚‰
B
ki
1 p0q
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Consider the diagram
B4,ε‹
_

iM // GpCm;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq
śn
i“1G
1
ε‹
pCm;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq
R
st
pri // G1ε‹pC
m;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq
R
st
Φ
OO
with Φprf sq “
”
f |‹
B
ki
4 p0q
˚
ı
. Because GpCm;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq
R
st “ limÝÑHol
1
bpU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst we have
to show the smoothness of
Hol1ε‹pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst Ñ GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
1 p0qq
R
st, η ÞÑ
”
η|‹
B
ki
4 p0q
˚
ı
“ rη‹s
with η‹ : Uki1,n2 Ñ C
m, x ÞÑ exp˚i px, ‚q
´1pψiη
´1
pxqq. Therefore we have to show the smooth-
ness of Hol1ε‹pU
ki
4,n;C
mqRst Ñ HolpU
ki
1,n2;C
mqRst, η ÞÑ η
‹. But this follows from Lemma
5.7.
6. Existence and uniqueness of the Lie group structure
In this section we follow the strategy of [13, Section 5]: First we use the theorem about
the local description of Lie groups to obtain a Lie group structure on a subgroup DiffpMq0
of DiffpMq. Then we show that this structure dose not depend on the choice of the
Riemannian metric (Lemma 6.2). With the help of this result we show the smoothness
of the conjugation map (Lemma 6.4).
The following Lemma comes from [13, Proposition 1.20]:
Lemma 6.1 (Theorem about the local description of Lie groups). Given a group G and
a subset U Ď G that is a smooth manifold, such that there exists a symmetric subset
V Ď U that contains the identity and fulfils V ¨ V Ď U , we get from [13, Proposition
1.20] the following results: If the restriction of the inversion and the multiplication on
V are smooth, then there exists a unique manifold structure on xV y such that
• xV y is a Lie group;
• V is open in xV y;
• U and xV y induce the same manifold structure on V .
Moreover if xV y is a normal subgroup of G and for all g P G the conjugation intg : xV y Ñ
xV y, h ÞÑ ghg´1 is smooth, then there exists a unique manifold structure on G such that
• G becomes a Lie group;
• V is an open submanifold of G.
The following Lemma is analogous to [13, 6.2 (b)-(c)].
Lemma 6.2. (a) There exists ε0 Ps0, ε‹r such that B
1
4.1,ε0
Ď i´1M pB
1
4,ε‹
q.
(b) The set U10 :“ ΨpB
1
4.1,ε0
q is an open connected 1-neighbourhood. Thus the set
U0 :“ U
1
0 Y pU
1
0 q
´1 Ď U‹ is an open connected symmetric 1-neighbourhood. We
define V0 :“ Φ
´1pU0q and V
1
0 :“ B
1
4.1,ε0
.
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(c) Analogous to [13, 6.2] we use Lemma 6.1 to find a unique Lie group structure on
DiffpMq0 :“ xU0y.
(d) The Lie group structure in (c) is independent of the choice of the atlas ϕi : Ui,5 Ñ
Bki5 p0q.
(e) The Lie group structure in (c) is independent of the choice of the Riemannian
metric g.
Proof. (a) Reconsidering the proof of Lemma 3.8 we can achieve that logi is also
defined and real analytic on the bigger set
Ť
xPB4.2p0q
txu ˆ BδU pxq. Hence we
consider the maps
logi :
ď
xPB4.2p0q
txu ˆBδU pxq Ñ BminpεU ,εBqp0q, px, yq ÞÑ exppx, ‚q
´1pyq and
αi : B4.2p0q ˆBδU Ñ BεU p0q, px, yq ÞÑ logipx, x` yq.
Reconsidering the Definition 3.21 we can achieve
}d1αipx, yq}op ă
εU
2
for all x P B4.1p0q, y P Bναp0q, i P t1, . . . , nu and
Kα ě sup
 
}d2αipx, yq}op : x P B4.1p0q, y P Bναp0q
(
for all i P t1, . . . , nu. We find r ą 0 such that 4 ď p1´ rq4.1´ r. Now the assertion
follows from Definition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 with r instead of 4.
(b) As in [13] we have ι´1pU10 q “ ιpU
1
0 q.
(c) Clear.
(d) Let ϕ1i : U
1
i,5 Ñ B
k1i
5 p0q with i P t1, . . . , n
1u be an other atlas with the same prop-
erties. We find an analogous open 0-neighbourhood V 10 Ď Γ
ω
stpTMq such that
U 10 :“ ΦpV
1
0q generates a Lie group DiffpMq
1
0 Ď DiffpMq. We define the open 0-
neighbourhood W :“ V0 X V
1
0. Then X :“ ΦpW q Ď DiffpMq. Obviously we get
X Ď DiffpMq0 X DiffpMq
1
0. Moreover X is open in DiffpMq0 and in DiffpMq
1
0.
Because both Lie groups are connected we get DiffpMq0 “ xXy “ DiffpMq
1
0 in the
sense of sets and in the sense of Lie groups.
(e) Let g1 be an other Riemannian metric with the same properties as g. In the
following all objects induced by g1 are written with an extra “1”. We choose ε ą 0
with
ε ă min
´
ε14.1,δU , ε
C
4.1,δCp 1
2
q
, ε1
C
δlog˚
¯
If η P CωpBki5 p0q;C
mqst and }η}1 ă ε, then the map η:B
ki
4.1p0q Ñ R
m, x ÞÑ
logipx, exp1ipx, ηpxqqq makes sense and is real analytic. If η P Γ
ω
stpTMq and }η} ă ε
then the map η: : M Ñ TM , p ÞÑ exp |´1WpMpexp
1pηppqqq makes sense and is a strat-
ified, real analytic vector field of M : To see this one chooses a chart ϕi around
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p and defines x :“ ϕipxq and v :“ logipx, exp
1
ipx, ηpiqpxqqq. With v P BminpεU ,εBq
one directly gets Tϕ´1i px, vq P WpM . Obviously we have pη
:qpiq “ pηpiqq
:. Now
again let η P CωpBki5 p0q;R
mqst with }η}1 ă ε. We claim }η
:}1 ă ε0. We have
η:pxq “ αipx, exp
1
ipx, ηpxq ´ xqq for all x P B
ki
4.1p0q. Hence
dη:px, vq “ d1αipx, ψ
1i
ηpxq ´ x; vq ` d2αipx, ψ
1i
ηpxq ´ x; dψ
1i
ηpx, vq ´ vq
and so
}dη:px, ‚q}op ď }d1αipx, ψ
1i
ηpxq ´ x; ‚q}op ` }d2αipx, ψ
1i
ηpxq ´ x; ‚q}op
¨ }dψ1
i
ηpxq ´ id }op ă
ε0
2
`Kα ¨
ε0
Kα ¨ 2
“ ε0.
Hence the map
∆: B14.1,ε Ñ B
1
4.1,ε0
, η ÞÑ η:
makes sense. This also shows Ψ1pB14.1,εq Ď U0 and ∆ is nothing else then the
inclusion in the charts Φ1 and Φ. Now we want to show that ∆ is smooth. To
this point we have to show the smoothness of the corresponding map between
G1εpC
m;Cm|Bki4.1p0qq and G
1
εpC
m;Cm|Bki4.1p0qq. Reconsidering Lemma 3.14 (b) we
can achieve that the map log˚i is defined and complex analytic on the bigger setŤ
xPBC4.1,r
log˚
p0q txuˆB
C
δCpεqpxq Ď C
mˆCm. If η P Hol1εpU
ki
4.1,n;C
mqRst then η
: : Uki4.1,n Ñ
C
m, x ÞÑ log˚i px, ψ
1i
ηpxqq makes sense and is complex analytic. We want to show
the smoothness of Hol1εpU
ki
n,4.1q Ñ Hol
1
εpU
ki
4n,4.1q, η ÞÑ η
:. We can write this map as
the following composition
Hol1εpU
ki
4.1,n;C
mqRst
1
ÝÑ HolpU4.1,2n;C
mq X tU 4,4n;B
C
δlog˚
p0qu ` id
2
ÝÑ HolpUki4.1,4n;C
mq
with 1 pηq “ ψ1
i
η, 2 pfq “ x ÞÑ exp
˚
i px, ‚q
´1pfpxqq.
Now the smoothness of 1 and 2 follows from Lemma 4.4. The set Ψ1pB14.1,εq is an
open 1-neighbourhood on DiffpMq10 and with Ψ
1pB14.1,εq Ď U0 we get DiffpMq
1
0 Ď
DiffpMq0. The inclusion DiffpMq
1
0 ãÑ DiffpMq0 is smooth, because ∆ is smooth. In
the analogous way one sees DiffpMq0 Ď DiffpMq
1
0 and that DiffpMq0 ãÑ DiffpMq
1
0
is smooth.
Lemma 6.3. Given f P DiffpMq the map
Pf : Γ
ω
stpTMq Ñ Γ
ω
stpTMq, η ÞÑ Pfη :“ Tf ˝ η ˝ f
´1
is continuous linear.
Proof. Because we can embed ΓωstpTMq into
śn
i“1 GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq. It is enough to
that ΓωstpTMq Ñ GpC
m;Cm|B
ki
4 p0qq, η ÞÑ ppPfηq
˚qpiq “ ppPfηqpiqq
˚ is continuous. The
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map ϕ1i : f
´1pUi,5q Ñ B
ki
5 p0q, ϕ
1
i “ ϕi ˝ f is a chart of M . If ζ P Γ
ω
stpTMq we write
ζϕ1i :“ dϕ
1
i ˝ ζ ˝ ϕ
1
i
´1 for the local representative. We get
pPfηqpiq “ dϕi ˝ Pfη|Ui,5 ˝ ϕ
´1
i “ ηϕ1i .
Hence
ppPfηqpiqq
˚ “ pηϕ1iq
˚ “ pη˚qϕ˚
i
1.
But because the topology of ΓpTMC|Mq dose not depend on the choice of the atlas the
map η ÞÑ prη˚qϕ˚i 1 is continuous.
The following Lemma and its proof are completely analogous to [13, 5.5,5.6,5.8]. For
convenience of reader we recall Glo¨ckners arguments:
Lemma 6.4. The subgroup DiffpMq0 of DiffpMq is normal and for f P DiffpMq the
conjugation intf : DiffpMq0 Ñ DiffpMq0, h ÞÑ f ˝ h ˝ f
´1 is smooth.
Proof. Let f P DiffpMq. Then also the pullback metric g1 from g over f induces a
Riemannian exponential function exp1 : Ω1 Ñ M , with Ω1 “ TfpΩq and exp1 “ f ˝
exp ˝Tf´1|Ω1 . Hence for η P V
1
0 we get f ˝Ψη ˝f
´1 “ exp1 ˝Pfη “ Ψ
1
Pfη
. Now we can use
Lemma 6.2 and find a 0-neighbourhood V 10 Ď Γ
ω
stpTMq such that Φ
1 : V 10 Ñ DiffpMq0 is a
diffeomorphism onto a 1-neighbourhood. Because the map Pf : Γ
ω
stpTMq Ñ Γ
ω
stpTMq is
continuous linear we find a 0-neighbourhoodW Ď V10 Ď Γ
ω
stpTMq such that PfpW q Ď V
1
0.
Hence intf ˝Ψη “ Ψ
1
Pfη
P DiffpMq0 for all η P W . Therefore intfpΨpW qq Ď DiffpMq0.
And so intfpDiffpMq0q “ intfpă ΨpW q ąq Ď DiffpMq0. Moreover we have intf |ΨpW q “
Ψ1 ˝ Pf ˝ Φ|ΨpW q. Hence intf is smooth.
Now we get the main result of this paper. As in the case of [13] we just have to use
Lemma 6.1 and the results above.
Theorem 6.5. There exists a unique smooth Lie group structure on DiffpMq modelled
over ΓωstpTMq such that for one (and hence for all) boundary respecting Riemannian
metrics on M the map η ÞÑ Ψη is a diffeomorphism from an open 0-neighbourhood of
ΓωstpTMq onto an open 1-neighbourhood of DiffpMq.
A. Basic definitions and results for manifolds with
corners
In this section we fix some notation and recall well known basic definitions and results
about manifolds with corners for the convenience of the reader. For more details we
recommend [23].
Definition A.1. We define Rml :“ r0,8r
lˆRm´l. Given J Ď 1, ..., l we define prJ : R
m Ñ
R#J , v ÞÑ pvjqjPJ . Moreover we write XJ :“ prJpXq for X Ď R
m and vJ :“ prJpvq for
v P Rm.
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Definition A.2. We say a point x P Rml has index k ď l, if exactly k of the first l
components of x equal 0. This means that the maximal index-set J Ď t1, ..., lu such
that prJpxq “ 0 has the cardinality #J “ k.
Lemma A.3. Let M be a manifold with corners, p P M and ϕ : Uϕ Ñ Vϕ Ď R
m
i1
and
ψ : Uψ Ñ Vψ Ď R
m
i2
charts around p. Suppose ϕppq has index k, then ψppq has index k.
Proof. Without lose of generality we assume Uψ Ď Uϕ. Let l be the index of ψppq. First
we show k ď l. Suppose l ă k. Let J Ď t1, ..., i1u be the maximal index-set with
pϕppqqJ “ 0 and analogously I Ď t1, ..., i2u be the set of components of ψppq that equal
0, we define the m ´ l-dimensional subspace E :“ pr´1I pt0uq “
Ş
iPI tx P R
m : xi “ 0u
of Rm. We find an open ψppq-neighbourhood V Ď E with V Ď Vψ. The map η :“ ϕ ˝
ψ´1|V : V Ñ Vϕ is an immersion, because ψ˝ϕ
´1˝η “ idV . Therefore F :“ dηpψppq, ‚qpEq
is a m´ l-dimensional subspace of Rm. The subspace F must contain a vector such that
one of its J components is not equal to 0, because otherwise F would be contained in
the m´k-dimensional subspace pr´1J pt0uq and this would contradict m´ l ą m´k. Let
j P J such that vj ‰ 0. Without lose of generality we can assume vj ă 0. We choose
a smooth curve γ : s ´ ǫ, ǫrÑ E with γp0q “ ψppq, impγq Ď V and dηpψppq, γ1p0qq “ v.
Let f :“ η ˝ γ : s ´ ǫ, ǫrÑ Vϕ. Then impfq Ď Vϕ Ď R
m
i1
and so impprj ˝fq Ď r0,8r,
because j ď i1. But prj ˝fp0q “ prjpϕppqq “ 0 and pprj ˝fq
1p0q “ vj ă 0. Hence we find
t Ps0, ǫr with prj ˝fptq ă 0. Hence k ď l. In the analogous way one shows l ď k. Hence
k “ l.
Definition A.4. Let M be a manifold with corners. We say a point p P M has index
j P t0, ..., mu if we find a chart ϕ : Uϕ Ñ Vϕ Ď R
m
i around p such that ϕppq has index j.
Because of Lemma A.3 this definition is independent of the choice of the chart ϕ. We
write indppq :“ j and define the j-stratum BjM :“ tx PM : indpxq “ ju. We call the
0-stratum B0M the interior of M .
Lemma A.5. Given an m-dimensional manifold with corners M and j P t0, ..., mu the
j-stratum Bj is a m´ j-dimensional submanifold without boundary of M . Obviously we
have M “
Ť
jPt0,...,mu B
jM .
Proof. To be a submanifold, is a local property and locally BjM looks like BjRmk for a
k ě j.
Definition A.6. Let M be a manifold with corners, p P M and v P TpM . We call
v an inner tangent vector, if we find a smooth curve η : r0, ǫrÑ M with ηp0q “ p and
η1p0q “ v.
Lemma A.7. Let M be a manifold with corners, p P M and v P TpM . The following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) The tangent vector v is inner;
(b) It exists a chart ϕ of M around p, such that
ϕjppq “ 0ñ dpϕjpvq ě 0;
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(c) For all charts ϕ of M around p we have
ϕjppq “ 0ñ dpϕjpvq ě 0.
B. Proof of Theorem 1.12
As mentioned in section 1 we can use our Lemma 1.11 to proof Theorem 1.12. The proof
is completely analogous to [5, Proposition 1].
Proof. First we show the uniqueness result. Using Lemma 1.9 we find a neighbourhood
U of M in M˜1 and a real analytic map f˜ : U Ñ M˜2 with f˜ |M “ idM . For the same
reason we find a neighbourhood V of M in M˜2 and a real analytic map g˜ : V Ñ M˜1
with g˜|M “ idM . With Lemma 1.10 we find a neighbourhood U1 of M in M˜1, and
a neighbourhood U2 of M in M˜2 such that f˜pU1q “ U2 and f˜ |
U2
U1
is a real analytic
diffeomorphism.
Now we construct the enveloping manifold. For x P M let ϕx : U
1
x Ñ V
1
x Ď r0,8r
m be a
chart ofM around x. BecauseM is normal we find relatively compact x-neighbourhoods
U3x and U
2
x in M such that
M Ě U1x Ě U
2
x Ě U
2
x Ě U
3
x Ě U
3
x .
Hear the closures are taken in the space M and hence coincide with the closures in the
topological subspaces. The family pU3xqxPM is an open cover of the compact manifold
M hence we find finite subcover pU3xiqiPI . We define U
1
i :“ U
1
xi
, V 1i :“ V
1
xi
, ϕi :“ ϕxi,
U2i :“ U
2
xi
, V 2i :“ ϕipU
2
i q, U
3
i :“ U
3
xi
and V 3i :“ ϕipU
3
i q. Hence we get
V 1i Ě V
2
i Ě V
2
i Ě V
3
i Ě V
3
i .
Hear the sets V 2i and V
3
i are compact and hence the closure in the topological subspace
coincides with the closure in r0,8rm respectively Rm. Moreover we define the sets
V 1i,j :“ ϕipU
1
i X U
1
j q, V
2
i,j :“ ϕipU
2
i X U
2
j q and V
3
i,j :“ ϕipU
3
i X U
3
j q. Given i, j P I we use
Lemma 1.10 to find an open neighbourhood V˜ 1i,j of V
1
i,j in R
m with V˜ 1i,jXr0,8r
m“ V 1i,j and
a real analytic diffeomorphism ψi,j : V˜
1
i,j Ñ V˜
1
j,i with ψi,j |V˜ 1i,jXr0,8rm “ ϕj ˝ ϕ
´1
i |V 1i,j with
inverse ψj,i. Because V
2
i,j Ď V
2
i and V
2
i is relative compact, V
2
i,j is compact and hence the
closure in V 2i coincides with the closure in r0,8r
m respectively Rm. Using Lemma 1.11
we find an open neighbourhood V˜ 2i,j of V
2
i,j in R
m with V
2
i,j Ď V˜
1
i,j , V˜
2
i,j X r0,8r
m“ V 2i,j
and V˜ 2i,j X r0,8r
m“ V 2i,j. We can assume ψi,jpV˜
2
i,jq “ V˜
2
j,i, because ψi,jpV
2
i,jq “ V
2
j,i.
The set V 3i X ψ
´1
j,i pV
3
j X V
2
j,iq is compact and contained in V˜
2
i,j. Hence we find an open
neighbourhood Z˜i,j of V
3
i X ψ
´1
j,i pV
3
j X V
2
j,iq in R
m with Z˜ i,j Ď V˜
2
i,j and ψi,jpZ˜i,jq “ Z˜j,i.
Because ψj,ipV
3
jXV
2
j,iqXV
3
i Ď Z˜i,j we get pψj,ipV
3
j XV
2
j,iqzZ˜i,jqXpV
3
i zZ˜i,jq “ H. The sets
ψj,ipV 3j X V
2
j,iqzZ˜i,j and V
3
i zZ˜i,j are closed, hence we find open disjoint sets X˜i,j and Y˜i,j
with ψj,ipV 3j X V
2
j,iqzZ˜i,j Ď X˜i,j and V
3
i zZ˜i,j Ď Y˜i,j. Thus ψj,ipV
3
j X V
2
j,iq Ď Z˜i,j Y X˜i,j and
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V 3i Ď Z˜i,j Y Y˜i,j. Because I is finite the set
Ş
jPI,V 1i,j‰H
Y˜i,j Y Z˜i,j is open. Obviously it
contains V 3i . Using Lemma 1.11 we find an open set Vˆ
3
i in R
m with Vˆ 3i X r0,8r
m“ V 3i ,
Vˆ 3i X r0,8r
m“ V 3i and Vˆ
3
i Ď Y˜i,j Y Z˜i,j for all j P I with V˜
1
i,j ‰ H. Now we calculate
ψi,jpVˆ 3i X V˜
2
i,jq X r0,8r
m“ ψi,jpVˆ 3i X V˜
2
i,jq X r0,8r
m“ ψi,jpVˆ 3i X V˜
2
i,j X r0,8r
mq
Ďψi,jpVˆ 3i X V˜
2
i,j X r0,8r
mq “ ψi,jpV 3i X V
2
i,jq
Given x P V 2i we find an open x-neighbourhood V˜
2
i,x with x P V
2
i,j ñ V˜
2
i,x Ď V˜
2
i,j. This is
possible because I is finite and so
Ş
jPI,xPV˜ 2i,j
V˜ 2i,j is open. Now we shrink V˜
2
i,x such that
x P ψj,ipV 3j X V
2
j,iq Ď Z˜i,j Y X˜i,j ñ V˜
2
i,x Ď Z˜i,j Y X˜i,j again this is possible because I is
finite. Suppose ϕ´1i pxq R U
3
j , then
x R ϕipU3j X U
2
i q “ ϕipU
3
j X U
2
i q Ě ϕipϕ
´1
j pV
3
j X V
2
j,iqq “ ψj,ipV
3
j X V
2
j,iq Ě ψj,ipVˆ
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq.
Hence we can shrink V˜ 2i,x such that ϕ
´1
i pxq R U
3
j ñ V˜
2
i,x X ψj,ipVˆ
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq “ H.
We calculate
V 2i,j X V
2
i,k “ ϕipU
2
i X U
2
j X U
2
k q “ ϕipϕ
´1
j pϕjpU
2
i X U
2
j q X ϕjpU
2
j X U
2
k qqq.
Let S Ď Rm be open with V 2i,j X V
2
i,k “ S X r0,8r
m. Given x P V 2i,j X V
2
i,k we get
x P ψj,ipV˜
2
j,i X V˜
2
j,kq. Analogously we get x P ψj,ipV˜
2
j,i X V˜
2
j,kq. Therefore we can shrink
V˜ 2i,x such that x P V
2
i,j X V
2
i,k ñ V˜
2
i,x Ď ψj,ipV˜
2
j,i X V˜
2
j,kq X ψk,ipV˜
2
k,i X V˜
2
k,jq. Moreover by
replacing V˜ 2i,x with V˜
2
i,x X S we can assume V˜
2
i,x X r0,8rĎ V
2
i,j X V
2
i,k. Because x P S we
get x P V˜ 2i,x. Now we shrink V˜
2
i,x further by replacing V˜
2
i,x with the connected component
of x in V˜ 2i,x. The maps ψi,j|V˜ 2i,x and ψk,j ˝ ψi,k|V˜ 2i,x are real analytic and coincide on
V˜ 2i,x X r0,8r
mĎ V 2i,j X V
2
i,k hence they coincide on the connected set V˜
2
i,x. Now we define
the open set V˜ 2i :“
Ť
xPV 2i
V 2i,x that is a neighbourhood of V
2
i in R
m and so V˜ 2i is also a
neighbourhood of V 3i . Hence we find an open neighbourhood V˜
3
i of V
3
i with V˜
3
i Ď V˜
2
i XVˆ
3
i
and V˜ 3i Ď V˜
2
i . We get V˜
3
i X r0,8r
m“ V˜ 2i X Vˆ
3
i X r0,8r
m“ V˜ 2i X V
3
i “ V
3
i and so
V 3i Ď V˜
3
i X r0,8r
m. We also get V˜ 3i X r0,8r
mĎ V˜ 2i X Vˆ
3
i X r0,8r
m“ V˜ 2i X V
3
i “ V
3
i .
Defining V˜ 3i,j :“ V˜
3
i X ψj,ipV˜
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq for i, j P I we get ψi,jpV˜
3
i,jq “ V˜
3
j,i.
Now we define the sets V˜ 3i,j,k :“ V˜
3
i,j X V˜
3
i,k and want to show ψi,jpV˜
3
i,j,kq “ V˜
3
j,i,k and
ψi,j |V˜ 3
i,j,k
“ ψk,j ˝ ψi,k|V˜ 3
i,j,k
. If y P V˜ 3i,j,k we find x P V
2
i with y P V˜
2
i,x. Hence y P
V˜ 2i,xXψj,ipV˜
3
j X V˜
2
j,iqXψk,ipV˜
3
k X V˜
2
k,iq Ď V˜
2
i,xXψj,ipVˆ
3
j X V˜
2
j,iqXψk,ipVˆ
3
k X V˜
2
k,iq. Because of
ϕ´1i pxq R U
3
j ñ V˜
2
i,x X ψj,ipVˆ
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq “ H and ϕ
´1
i pxq R U
3
k ñ V˜
2
i,x X ψk,ipVˆ
3
k X V˜
2
k,iq “ H
we get ϕ´1i pxq P U
3
j . Hence x P ϕipU
2
i X U
2
j q X ϕipU
2
i X U
2
k q “ V
2
i,j X V
2
i,k. Therefore
ψi,j |V˜ 2i,x “ ψk,j ˝ ψi,k|V˜ 2i,x and V˜
2
i,x Ď ψj,ipV˜
2
j,i X V˜
2
j,kq X ψk,ipV˜
2
k,i X V˜
2
k,jq. Especially y P
ψj,ipV˜
2
j,iX V˜
2
j,kqXψk,ipV˜
2
k,iX V˜
2
k,jq and ψi,jpyq “ ψk,j ˝ψi,kpyq. Hence ψi,kpyq P V˜
2
k,j. Because
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y P V˜ 3i,j,k “ V˜
3
i,j X V˜
3
i,k we get ψi,kpyq P V˜
3
k X V˜
2
k,j. Thus ψk,jpψi,kpyqq P ψk,jpV˜
3
k X V˜
2
k,jq.
On the other hand ψi,jpyq P V˜
3
j , because y P V˜
3
i,j. Hence ψi,jpyq “ ψk,jpψi,kpyqq P
V˜ 3j X ψk,jpV˜
3
k X V˜
2
k,jq “ V˜
3
j,k. Moreover we have ψi,jpyq P V˜
3
j,i, because y P V˜
3
i,j. Therefore
ψi,jpyq P V˜
3
j,i,k. We get ψi,jpV˜
3
i,j,kq Ď V˜
3
j,i,k and because ψ
´1
i,j “ ψj,i we see that ψi,jpV˜
3
i,j,kq “
V˜ 3j,i,k.
Now we define the topological space M˜1 :“
š
iPI V˜
3
i as the disjoint topological union
and on M˜1 we define an relation „: Let x, y P M˜1, e.g. x P V˜ 3i and y P V˜
3
j . We say x
is equivalent to y if x P V˜ 3i,j, y P V˜
3
j,i and y “ ψi,jpxq. To show that „ is an equivalence
relation on M˜1 we have to show its transitivity. Let x P V˜ 3i , y P V˜
3
j and z P V˜
3
k .
Moreover let z P V˜ 3k,j, y P V˜
3
j,k, y P V˜
3
j,i, x P V˜
3
i,j, z “ ψj,kpyq and y “ ψi,jpxq. Directly we
get y P V˜ 3j,i X V˜
3
j,k “ V˜
3
j,i,k. Hence x “ ψj,ipyq P ψj,ipV˜
3
j,i,kq P V˜
3
i,j,k and z “ ψj,kpyq P V˜
3
k,j,i,
because y P V˜ 3j,i,k “ V˜
3
j,k,i. Moreover we have ψi,kpxq “ ψj,kpψi,jpxqq “ z and so x and z
are equivalent. Now we define M˜ :“ M˜1{ „ as the topological quotient. Let π : M˜1 Ñ
M˜, x ÞÑ rxs be the canonical projection. Given j P I let ιj : V˜
3
j ãÑ M˜
1, x ÞÑ px, jq be the
canonical inclusion. The topology on M˜ is final with respect to the maps π˝ιi : V˜
3
i Ñ M˜
with i P I. We show that the maps π ˝ ιi : V˜
3
i Ñ M˜ are open. To this point let U Ď V˜
3
i
be open and j P I. We calculate
ι´1j pπ
´1pπpUqqq “ ι´1j
´!
py, kq P M˜1 : pDx P U Ď V˜ 3i q y „ x
)¯
(17)
“
!
y P V˜ 3j : pDx P U Ď V˜
3
i q y „ x
)
“ ψ´1j,i pUq Ď V˜
3
j,i. (18)
Hence π ˝ ιi : V˜
3
i Ñ M˜ is continuous and open. Now we define the maps ψi : πpV˜
3
i q Ñ
V˜ 3i , p ÞÑ x if πpxq “ p and x P V˜
3
i . The map ψi is well-defined because ψi,i “ idV˜ 3i .
Moreover ψi is bijective because its inverse is given by ψ
´1
i “ π ˝ ιi : V˜
3
i Ñ πpV˜
3
i q, x ÞÑ
πpxq. Hence ψi is a homeomorphism. To show that the maps ψi form a real analytic
atlas of M˜ we mention ψ´1i pV˜
3
j q “ V˜
3
i,j and calculate for x P V˜
3
i,j
ψj ˝ ψ
´1
i pxq “ ψjpπpxqq “ ψj,ipxq.
Now we show that M˜ is a Hausdorff space. Therefore we show V˜ 3i,j Ď V˜
2
i,j. Given
y P V˜ 3i,j Ď V˜
2
i we find x P V
2
i with y P V˜
2
i,x. We want to show x P ψj,ipV
3
j X V
2
j,iq.
If this not true then ϕ´1i pxq R U
3
j . With ϕ
´1pxq R U3j ñ V˜
2
i,x X ψj,ipVˆ
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq “ H
we get y R ψj,ipVˆ
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq Ě ψj,ipV˜
3
j X V˜
2
j,iq Ě ψj,ipV˜
3
j,iq “ V˜
3
i,j. But since this is a
contradiction we get x P ψj,ipV 3j X V
2
j,iq. With x P ψj,ipV
3
j X V
2
j,iq ñ V˜
2
i,x Ď Z˜i,j Y X˜i,j we
get y P Z˜i,j Y X˜i,j. Moreover we have y P V˜
3
i Ď Vˆ
3
i Ď Y˜i,j Y Z˜i,j and with Y˜i,j X X˜i,j “ H
we get y P Z˜i,j. Hence V˜
3
i,j Ď Z˜i,j. And therefore V˜
3
i,j Ď Z˜ i,j Ď V˜
2
i,j. Now let p ‰ q P M˜ .
We choose x, y P M˜1 with πpxq “ p and πpyq “ q. Let x P V˜ 3i and y P V˜
3
j . If there
are an open x-neighbourhood Wx Ď V˜
3
i and an open y-neighbourhood Wy Ď V˜
3
j with
πpWxq X πpWyq “ H then M˜ has to be Hausdorff, because of (17). Suppose there do
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not exist such neighbourhoods Wx and Wy, then we find a sequence pxnqnPN in V˜
3
i and
a sequence pynqnPN in V˜
3
j with xn „ yn for all n P N. Hence xn P V˜
3
i,j and yn P V˜
3
j,i and
so x P V˜ 3i,j Ď V
2
i,j and y P V˜
3
j,i Ď V
2
j,i. Since yn “ ψi,jpxnq for all n P N we get y “ ψi,jpxq.
Therefore y P V˜ 3j X ψi,jpV˜
3
i X V˜
2
i,jq “ V˜
3
j,i. With x “ ψj,ipyq we get x P V˜
3
i,j. We conclude
x „ y. But this contradicts p ‰ q.
We define the map ϕ : M Ñ M˜ by ϕ|U3i :“ π ˝ ιi ˝ ϕi. To see that ϕ is well-defined
choose p P U3i X U
3
j . We get ϕippq P V˜
3
i and ϕjppq P V˜
3
j moreover we have ϕippq P
ϕipU
3
i X U
3
j q “ V
3
i,j Ď V˜
3
i,j, ϕjppq P ϕjpU
3
i X U
3
j q “ V
3
j,i Ď V˜
3
j,i and ψi,jpϕippqq “ ϕjppq.
Hence ϕippq „ ϕjppq. And so ϕ is well-defined. Now we show that ϕ is injective. Let
p1, p2 P M with ϕpp1q “ ϕpp2q and p1 P U
3
i and p2 P U
3
j . We conclude ϕipp1q „ ϕjpp2q
and so ϕipp1q P V˜
3
i,j X r0,8r
m, ϕjpp2q P V˜
3
j,i and ψi,jpϕipp1qq “ ϕjpp2q. Hence ϕjpp1q “
ϕjpp2q and so p1 “ p2. We give ϕpMq the real analytic structure such that ϕ becomes
an real analytic diffeomorphism. If we can show that M˜ is an enveloping manifold of
ϕpMq we are done, because we can identify M and ϕpMq. We have ϕpMq “ πp
š
iPI V
3
i q
with
š
iPI V
3
i Ď
š
iPI V˜
3
i . If x P V
3
i then ψi : πpV˜
3
i q Ñ V˜
3
i is a chart of M˜ around πpxq.
We show ψipπpV˜
3
i q X ϕpMqqq “ V
3
i . Let p “ πpxq with x P V˜
3
i and p “ πpyq with
y P V 3j . Then x „ y and so x P V
3
i because x “ ψj,ipyq P ψj,ipV
3
j,iq “ ϕi ˝ ϕjpV
3
j,iq Ď V
3
i .
Now let x P V 3i . Obviously x “ ψipπpxqq and πpxq P πpV˜
3
i q X ϕpMq. It is left to show
that ψi|
V 3i
pipV˜ 3i qXϕpMqq
is a chart of ϕpMq. To this point we show ψi ˝ ϕ|ϕ´1ppipV˜ 3i qXϕpMqq is
a chart of M . At first we show ϕ´1pπpV˜ 3i q X ϕpMqq “ U
3
i . Let p P M with ϕppq P
πpV˜ 3i q X ϕpMq. We find j P I with p P U
3
j more over we find i P I and x P V˜
3
i with
ϕppq „ x. Hence ϕjppq „ x. Therefore ψj,ipϕjppqq “ x and so ϕippq “ x. We conclude
p P U3i . Now let p P U
3
i . Then ϕppq “ πpϕ
´1
i ppqq P πpV˜
3
i q, because ϕ
´1
i ppq P V
3
i .
Now we show ψi ˝ ϕ|ϕ´1ppipV˜ 3i qXϕpMqq “ ϕi. Let p P ϕ
´1pπpV˜ 3i q X ϕpMqq “ U
3
i . Then
ψi ˝ ϕppq “ ψipπpϕippqqq “ ϕippq.
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